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Chapter- 6 - Mary’s Response to God’s call 
 

1. Who gave the news of the birth of Jesus to Mary? 

a. God           b. Heavenly angel              c. Holy Spirit             d. Great angel Gabriel  

2. Why did God choose Mary? 

a. For her humility        b. for her prayerfulness          c. for her holiness       d. for her simplicity.  

 

Read the following passage and answer the questions 3 and 4. 

Flora is a very pious women and a woman of principle. Her only son is mentally retarded. Flora 

always took care of her child and prayed to god. One day this mentally retarded child became a 

leading artist. His fame spread at home and abroad.  

3. The quality of Virgin Mary that is depicted in Flora is – in God.  

a. Dependency               b. Deep faith               c. Love                   d. Piety 

4. The character of Flora can give man. 

a. Love              ii. Peace on earth           iii. Freedom from sin 

5. Which one of the following is correct? 

a. I and ii            b. iii            c. ii                  d. I, ii and iii  

6. What was the name Mary’s father? 

a. David           b. Bomini           c. Joachim            d. Hamon  

7. Who said? “Don’t be afraid Mary! You have received the grace of God. 

a. Moses             b. Peter            c. Angel         d.  Prophet    

8. Whom did people use to call unfertile? 

a. Tabitha               b. Dorka         c. Elizabeth            d. Merina 

7. Whose word is it that “Let what you said be done unto me”? 

a. Anna              b. Mary               c. Dorka            d. Elizabeth       

8. Who dedicated whole life for Jesus? 

a. David          b. Mary        c. Satan         d. Rich man   

9. How many hours did Jesus suffer the crucial before His death? 

a.5                     b. 7                    c. 3                      d.8 

10. Who said these? 

 “Mary is in fact blessed for the incarnation of the flesh and blood of Jesus to her womb, but she is 

more blessed because in faith she has embraced Christ.” 

a. Saint Joseph            b. Saint John        c. Saint Augustine          d. Saint Martin  

 



11. Where is this quotation found in the bible?  

That’s why in churches’ worship Mary is proudly declared as “ever virgin”. 

a. Matthew                       b. Mark                    c. Isaiah            d. Revelation  

Creative Questions:  

1. Shanta is a student of class Seven. She is religious, truthful and just. On the occasion of Easter a 

function is held in the field beside the school. The responsibility was given to Shanta. On the day of 

the function some strayed youths started to make disturbance to stop the function. Many participants 

fled away. Thinking about the instruction of the Headmaster Shanta carried on the function. At this 

time the Bengali teacher encouraged and cooperated with her. At this time the thought of Virgin Mary 

came to her mind. 

a. How was the life style of the Virgin Mary? 

b. How can we show piety to Virgin Mary? 

c. Explain--- which quality of the Virgin Mary was reflected in Shanta? 

d. Analyze the cause of Shanta’s remembering Mary because of the role of the Bengali 

teacher. 

Answer:  

a. The life style of the Virgin Mary was very simple. 

b. We can show piety and love towards Virgin Mary through prayer observing in Easter function. By 

praying and visiting the grave yard. Thus we can show piety and love to Virgin Mary. 

c. Patient and love of Mary is found in the life of Shanta. Jesus had to suffer 3 hours before his death. 

At that time all the disciples fled away from him. But his mother did not flee from him. In the same 

way Shanta tolerate the torture and persecution of the wicked boys and obeyed her teacher’s 

instructions to lead the program. She did not flee away like others.   

d. Mary gave birth Jesus. She saved him from problem and dangers. She nurtured him properly with 

necessary things. She taught him good attitude, honor, love the younger and respect the older, Even 

she inspired and encouraged during the time of codification. Therefore, we remember Mary. 

Short Questions:  

1. What was Mary by race? 

Ans: Mary was Jews by race. 

2. What type of life was Mary leading? 

Ans: Mary was leading her life very simple like other ten women. 

3. What do we see of Mary under the Cross?  

Ans: We see three things of Mary under the Cross those are--- 1.Human motherhood,  2. 

Spiritual motherhood,  3. Mundane motherhood. 

Chapter-7 – Miracle works of Jesus and the Kingd0m of God 

Example of Multiple Choice Questions (Please Read Book for more Multiple Choice) 

1. What is the meaning of kingdom of God in this world? 

a. defeat of Jesus 

b. Defeat of disciples  

c. Defeat of Satan 

d. Defeat of Maria 

2. Why does God reveal the mystery of the kingdom of God? 

a. For justice           b. to change mind           c. For religiosity           d. For 

truthfulness 

Read the passage below and answer the questions 3 and 4: 

Kona has been working as the head of an institution for a long time. It has become difficult for her to 

work of the institution for her old age. She thinks that Komol is perfect for this position among all 

other colleagues. Komol serves the poor and needy besides his toil for the development of the 

institution.   

3. What character of Peter is revealed in Komol? 

a. tendency to serve          b. humanity          c. cooperation              d. responsibility 



4. Dissimilarity of works between Komol and Peter 

i. serve the poor and needy 

ii. Evangelization 

iii. Miracles  

Which one is correct? 

a. i and ii          b. i and iii       c. ii and iii             d. i, ii and iii 

5. Whom did Jesus invites in the banquet to be a citizen of the kingdom of God? 

a. Rich          b. poor            c. sinners              d. pious  

6. Whom did Jesus call rock and he has built his church on the rock? 

a. John             b. Jacob              c. Peter         d. Moses  

7. Whom did Jesus give the key of the kingdom of God? 

a. Jacob             b. John                       c. Peter         d. Moses  

8. Who is known as the holder and the bearer of the evil power? 

a. Priest            b. Angel         c. Satan           d. Lion  

9. How many disciples did Jesus appoints during His proclamation time? 

a. 15                     b. 18             c. 8             d. 12 

10. Which is the favorite / chosen nation of God? 

a. Hatemi nation             b. Israel nation        c. Kurais nation         d. Taliban   

11. What is way to enter into the kingdom of God? 

a. Love             b. Repent          c. Truthfulness         d. obedient  

 

Chapter-7  - Creative Questions: 

Having gone to a Middle East country Michael saw the country very much disciplined. He thought 

that its administration, law and order, communication all are much planned. The people of the county 

have been living in peace and happiness by the sound governance of the king. Staying beside the people 

king helps them in all the difficulties. People are also cooperating the king to maintain peace in the 

kingdom. 

a. Who are called to be the citizen of God’s kingdom? 

b. How should we lead our lives to enter into the kingdom of God? 

c.  Explain which characteristic of God’s kingdom is evident in the country that 

Michael saw. 

d. Differentiate between kingdom Michael saw and the kingdom mentioned in your 

textbook. 

Answer:  

a. All people are called to be the citizen of God’s kingdom. 

b. Though the kingdom of God is meant for all, the poor and the people of low social class will enjoy 

the priority to enter into the kingdom of God. Jesus says blessed are the poor in spirit, for the kingdom 

of heaven belongs to them. 

c. The power of Jesus or strength is against the evil power. He wanted to establish a new kingdom 

revealing his power and strength against the evil. This new kingdom is the kingdom of God. We 

understand by kingdom a particular land where there is a king and he people. Like Michael has seen. 

But kingdom of God is not like any worldly kingdom. It is the kingdom of God where there is no sin 

or evil. Justice, peace, love, forgiveness, sympathy and compassion of God’s kingdom has evident in 

the country that Michael saw. 

d. Differentiate between kingdom Michael saw and the kingdom of God are given below— 

In the stimulus, having gone to a Middle East country Michael saw the country very much disciplined. 

Law and order, communication all were much planned. The people of the county have been living in 

peace and happiness by the sound governance of the king. On the other hand the kingdom of God is 

not like any worldly kingdom. It is the kingdom of God where there is no sin or evil. God Himself 

leads the kingdom. Where God’s works are being done and who obey God’s will. The poor and the 

people of low social class will enjoy the priority to enter into the kingdom of God. That is to say, which 

Michael saw is worldly kingdom. But kingdom of God is not worldly kingdom. 

 

 

 



 

2. Bina and Rita are brilliant and bosom friends. Besides studying they take part in extra curriculum 

activities in the school. After a few days, it has been noticed that Bina has started to behave unusually. 

She has become addicted with some addicted friends and started to neglect study. Now she wants to 

come back to the right path but she can’t. The power of good and evil is struggling in Bina’s mind.  

a. Whom has God nominated to save us? 

b. Why has God created Angels? 

c. Explain the influence of which power exists in Bina? 

d. Only the way of Lord Jesus can bring Bina back from her condition. Evaluate this 

statement. 

Answer: 

a. God has nominated Angels of protection to save us. 

b. God has created Angels to worship Him in the heaven for good, to serve Him and to be delighted in 

Him. 

c. We know two types of influence of power exist in human being. One is good and another is bad. 

Man does well in the influence of God. Satan is the power of bad influence. Men can smash the whole 

world by the evil power. In the stimulus, Bina was influencing toward the good power. But later she 

influenced by the Satan and addicted to thinking bad. Therefore, she started to behave unusually and 

addicted with some addicted friends and started to neglect study. It has been done in the influence of 

Satan. So, it is clear that Satan’s influence power exists in Bina. 

d. Only the way of Lord Jesus can bring Bina back from her condition. God said in the Bible that God 

came for the sinners not for the good people. God sent his only begotten son to save all people from 

sin. The effect of evil power has worked in Bina to behave unusual. This bad effect defeated the power 

of Jesus. So, it can be said that only the way of Lord Jesus can bring Bina back from her condition. 

 

 

Chapter-8 - The Church of Christ is one , Holy & Apostolic 

 

Example of Multiple Choice Questions (Please Read Book for more Multiple Choice) 

1. Who is the source of all holiness? 

a. God                b. Jesus       c. Holy Spirit          d. Heavenly angel 

2. How are people united in brotherhood? 

a. through service           b. through love          c. through sharing   d. through faith 

Read the following passage and answer questions 3 & 4 

Milon is a leader in the Christian society. He works day and night for the development of the 

Christian people. Gradually through his perseverance and the love of people, a society of unity and 

faith developed. 

3. Whose inspiration helped Milon to take up the above work? 

a. Priest         b. Church     c. Holy Spirit       d. Jesus Christ 

4. The influence the society will have through Milon’s  

a. Endeavour        b. love      c. faith   

5. Which of the following is right? 

a. i        b. ii       c. ii & iii         d. i, ii& iii 

6. When did the send the Holy Spirit to the His Church? 

a. 30th day        b. 40th day       c. 50th day      d.60th day  

7. The word ‘universal’ in other word means-------- 

a. Baptist          b. Catholic         c.  Presbyterian     d. Lutheran 

8. What did Jesus name ‘Peter’? 

a. sand             b. water            c. stone             d. cloud  

9. What did Jesus compare the Church with? 

a. bride        b. groom       c. new born bay          d. Marriage  

10. How is our earth? 

a. like a cloud           b. like a stone         c. like a land        d. like a plants  

11. According to the parable of seed Sower. What did Jesus compare “Wheat” with? 

a. righteous people    b. good people      c. wicked people       d. hypocrite  people 



12. According to the parable of seed Sower. What did Jesus compare ‘weed’ with?  

a. good man              b. wicked man            c. evil man          d. perfect man  

13. How did Jesus bring back Holiness? 

a. through strength      b. through marriage       c. through wealth       d. through life  

14. What does God want for a sinner?  

a. trouble              b. ruin           c. repentance             d. welfare  

15. What do we need to do for entering into the kingdom of God? 

a. love          b. good work              c. courage        d. repentance  

 

Creative Questions:  

1. Due to Father Rupom’s love for the church and his hard work the Church grew spiritually. But one 

young man of the Church, Shimanto, without the knowledge of the priest, starts working against the 

church and tries to lead other young man astray. The secretary of the Church having found out about 

this, advised the priest to ex-communicate Shimanto. But the priest says, ‘Do not put him out, give 

him another chance. Slowly Shimanto understands his faults and returns to right path. 

a. What is holiness? 

b. Why did God come into this world? 

c. What teaching of the priest brings Shimanto to right path? Explain. 

d. What do you think would be the result of Shimanto’s return to good life? 

Answer:  
a. Holiness is pure or perfect. 

b. God created humankind with His own image and holiness. But the human sinned and lost their 

holiness. God sent His son in order to regain human being and their holiness. 

c. God created human being in His own image. But human being lost their image by sin. God does 

not destroy sinners. Rather He wants them to come back on the right path. Therefore, God gives 

opportunity to come back. Shimanto is seen going astray by sin in the stimulus. Once Church 

members decided to rusticate him from Church. The priest did not rusticate Shimanto but gave him 

an opportunity to understand his mistake and come back to right path. So, teaching of Jesus of the 

priest brings Shimanto to right path.  

d. It is seen in the stimulus that Shimanto come back to the right path through an opportunity given 

by the priest. Dignity and honor will increase of Shimanto. When he will continue his work in the 

Church. Because it is seen in the life of the people that God loves those who leads holy life and 

listens to Him. Even God will manage eternal happiness for them. Jesus also loves them. The priest 

also loves and respects those are belong to Church. So, it can be said that there will be good result of 

Shimanto after returning to good life.  

 

2. Mother Teresa was a European and a Christian. But her love is open for people of all nations and 

religious. She never considered religion, nation or nationality differently. With her sisters who 

followed her, she established Missionaries of Charity, a religious congregation to serve the 

humanity. She founded Nirmal, Hriday (home for the destitute), “Shishu Bhavan” (orphanage for the 

children), Naba Jibon Abash” (home for the retarded children), “Prem Nibash” (resident for the 

lepers), and many others to extend her services for the people. She lived in the community with her 

sisters giving them responsibility to look after the various programs and she herself remains as their 

model. 

a. What is the inspiration of apostolic work? 

b. Why is Church holy? 

c. What teaching of the Church inspired Mother Teresa to do the above works? 

d. Church of Christ and Missionaries of Charity both are universal. Evaluate in the light 

of the stimulus. 

Answer:  
a. Love is the inspiration of apostolic work. 

b. Holy means pure. Son of God (Jesus) came to world for establishing the Church. Jesus brought 

back holiness at the cost of His life. He has established the Church in this world to continue this 

holiness work till the end. Since He is holy, His established Church is holy.  



c. It is seen in the stimulus that Mother Teresa loved numerous people of all nations of the world. 

She established many Missionaries of Charity and religious congregation to serve the humanity.  For 

example, She founded Nirmal, Hriday (home for the destitute), “Shishu Bhavan” (orphanage for the 

children), Naba Jibon Abash” (home for the retarded children), “Prem Nibash” (resident for the 

lepers). Love of God and His son’s (Jesus) teaching of the Church inspired Mother Teresa to do the 

above works. Because God is found by loving men. So, teaching of Jesus of the Church inspired 

Mother Teresa to service work for the people.  

d. Jesus Christ established the Church to protect holiness and to serve and lead the people to the right 

path. It (Church) is universal and will run till the end. The word has been discussed in the stimulus 

about Mother Teresa’s “the missionaries of charity”. It is also universal like the Church.  Teresa 

established the missionary of charity to serve the belonging to any race, language and religion. It is a 

universal service institution.  

Those who are going astray are brought back to the right path through the Church. In the same way, 

service to the poor is given through” missionaries of charity”. So, it can be said in the light of the 

stimulus that “the missionaries of charity” is also universal institution like Church. It also serves the 

people of the world. 
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Chapter- Six - Election System of Bangladesh 

Example of Multiple Choice Questions (Please Read Book for more Multiple Choice) 

1. What is the founding principle of modern democracy? 

(a) Constitution  (b) Election    

(c) Political Parities   (d) Civilized Society 

2. What kind of process is an election? 

(a) Constitutional   (b) Non – constitutional   

(c) Political    (d) Economic  

3. Indirect election has hoe many steps? 

(a) 4 steps   (b) 3steps  (c) 5 steps   (d) 2 steps 

4. How Mizanur Rahman is elected? 

(a) Through direct vote of people   (b) Through indirect vote of people  

(c)  Only through women’s vote   (d) Through representatives vote  

5.  How many Hill Tract Districts are there in Bangladesh? 

(a) 4    (b) 3   (c) 5   (d) 1 

6. Who recruits the Election Commissioners? 

(a) The prime Minister  (b) The chief Justice   

(c) The president    (d) The Speaker  

7. Into how many constituencies is the country divided for the election of Jatiyo Sang sad? 

(a)  345     (b) 350   (c) 325    (d) 300 

8. Which institution is responsible for holding a free, fair and peaceful election in Bangladesh? 

(a) Jatiyo sang sad    (b) Election commission   

(c) Supreme court     (d) anti- corruption commission  

9. What is the number of total members of Union Parishad? 

(a) 8    (b) 12   (c) 13   (d) 20 

10. How many years are the pouroshova Members elected for? 

(a) seven years   (b) five years     (c) eight years   (d) nine years 

 

 

Answer: a. Election is the basis of modern democracy. 

b. In electing the president of Bangladesh, indirect election system is followed. That means, here the citizens 

do not elect. The president directly through voting. During the general election, the citizens elect members 

of Jatiyo sangsad through voting. These elected members elect the President. 



c. the election process followed by Mr. Amzad, is a direct election process because he as ked the students to 

cast votes for electing class captain. After that the students of the class elected their desired candidates 

directly through cast in votes. In direct election system, candidates are elected through direct voting. 

National Parliament election, local government election in Bangladesh are held through direct election 

process. 

d. participation of all is the first word  of democracy. Criticism and opposition may exist, but in every 

positive activity for the development of people, everyone will participate from his or her own position. This 

is the chief note of democracy. 

During the time of election when the candidates run their campaign, they highlight their plans which are 

better than those of their plans which are better than those of their oppositions. Their objective is to turn the 

public support towards them form their opponents. During the campaign every candidate thinks that the is 

the best and he should have more public support. But the reality is that, at last only one will succeed and 

others have to accept the defeat. In this situation, if the defeated candidate congratulates the winner and 

cooperates with he or she, only then the real development of that locality will be possible. For this the 

citizen can choose the fittest candidate and on the other hand the elected candidate also does the 

development work properly. The base of democracy can be strengthened through congratulating the winner 

by the other contestants. 

Chapter – Seven - Climate of Bangladesh 

Example of Multiple Choice Questions (Please Read Book for more Multiple Choice) 

1. The Himalayas is situated in which side of Bangladesh? 

(a) south   (b)  west  (c)  north  (d) East 

2. In order to understand the climate of a country, what is needed? 

(a) Forest area   (b)  total population  (c) Industrialization   (d) Greenhouse effect 

3. What is the main reason of Bangladesh being moderate? 

(a) trade wind    (b) polar wind   (c) land wind    (d) monsoon 

4. What is nature of summer in Bangladesh? 

(a) warm    (b) lukewarm    (c) dry    (d)rainy 

5. In which district of Bangladesh does less rainfall occur? 

(a) Dhaka    (b) Sylhet    (c) Bogra    (d) Comilla 

6. Where does the greenhouse gas spread excessively? 

(a)  On the earth   (b) in the atmosphere    

(c) in the environment  (d) in nature 

 

a. Bangladesh is situated in a tropical region.  

b. The climate of Bangladesh is moderate due to influence of monsoon and the intensity of winter and 

summer is not severe here. Here, summer is warm and the rainy and winter seasons are dry. Excessive 

rainfall occurs due to influence of monsoon in Bangladesh. But the rainfall is not equal all over the country. 

Excessive rainfall occurs in Sylhet, Chittagong and cox’s Bazar. Sometimes storm and tidal wave occur due 

to monsoon in this country. 



c. As a result of change in average weather, the earth’s climate simultaneously changes and this change 

influences nature and environment. In the present world, greenhouse gas in mostly responsible for climate 

change related issues.  

This gas is increasing temperature of the earth. As a result of the abnormal rise in temperature, ice of the 

polar region has started melting quickly and the sea level has increased up to 200-300 feet and for that, the 

countries like Bangladesh that are situated nearest to the surface level of the sea remain at the risk of natural 

calamities.  

Storm, tidal wave, river erosion, drought, cold wind, tornado, nonwestern earthquake are mentionable 

among them. Bangladesh is facing a lot of troubles for these kinds of disasters. People of the coastal belt are 

losing everything and leading a miserable life. With all these, we get a dangerous prediction for Bangladesh 

in the stem.  

d. In the passage, it is said that human activities are mostly responsible for the destruction of the 

environment. The environment problem that occurs due decided to climate change, mainly occurs because of 

excessive emission of some specific gases worldwide. Even today in the present world, the main cause of 

climate change is greenhouse gas. Carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide and chlorofluorocarbon are comb- 

inly called greenhouse gas. Spread of these gases excessively increases temperature in the earth. Human 

activities are more responsible for the increase in the greenhouse gas. The quantity of carbon dioxide is 

maximum among the greenhouse gasses created by humans.  Carbon dioxide is produced from power 

generation, burning of fuel of vehicles, smoke and brick kilns. 

At present, the quantity of transmitted greenhouse gas has increased by 80% to 90 % than the previous time. 

From this, we can easily understand the adverse impact of climate change. As a result, threat of climate 

change has become more dangerous. All the threats created by mindless human activities are throwing the 

country into the mouth of different disasters.  

 

a. tornado is a storm with a very high speed. 

b. Nonwestern is a kind of temporary and regionally created strom.it is called Kalbaishakhi in gangla as it 

normally occurs in the Bangla month of Baishakh. It often comes from the North West direction. 

c. We get an idea about the natural disasters in the coastal regions of Bangladesh in the documentary named 

Natural Disasters in Bangladesh of the passage. Generally, cyclones and tidal waves mostly occur in the 

coastal regions. When the air of the earth surface of a particular place gets hot, it blows upward. As a result, 

air pressure of that place becomes low. This is called low pressure. Consequently, air from other places rush 

to the low pressure area. This is called cyclone. Majority or most of the cyclones occur in Bangladesh due to 

the low pressure created by the Bay of Bengal. Due to the low pressure created in the ocean and due to 

storm, the saline water of the ocean with a bi height of the wave and great speed inundates the landmass of 

the coastal area. As a result, different resources are extensively damaged and death of people occur.    

d. The first part of the television documentary shows how the cultivable land of northern side of Bangladesh 

is getting dry. The cause of it is drought. Drought is a natural disaster of Bangladesh. It occurs due to lack of 

sufficient rainfall. Almost every year at the end of spring and the outset of summer drought occurs in the 

northern region of Bangladesh. For the lack of water, irrigation is hampered and crops are damaged. Again, 

Due to lack of rainfall, drought also occurs for making dam in the upstream of many rivers and for 

environment pollution. Actually, it is not possible to prevent this natural disaster completely.  But if we are 



aware of it and take necessary steps in time, damage due to drought can be lessened. For this, the following 

initiatives can be taken. 

1. Examining groundwater layer and stopping withdrawal of underground water. 

2. Reserving water in the rainy season. 

3. Mass awareness about proper management and use of water should be created. By taking these initiatives, 

damage due drought can be lessened.  

Chapter – Eight - Introduction to Population of Bangladesh 

Example of Multiple Choice Questions (Please Read Book for more Multiple Choice) 

1. What is the annual population growth rate of Bangladesh? 

(a) 1.36  (b) 1.37 (c) 1.38  (d) 1.39 

2. Bangladesh is turning into which type of country? 

(a) Middle income country  (b) High income country  

(c) Developed country  (d) Progressive and modern country 

3. What is the area of Bangladesh? 

(a) 146,570sq.km  (b) 147570 sq. km.  (c) 148,570 sq.km  (d) 149,570 sq.km 

4. What is the main reason of a country’s development? 

(a) Population   (b) Mineral resources   (c) Forest resources   (d) industry  

5. How many people live per square km in Bangladesh? 

(a) 800   (b) 864   (c) 950  (d) 1015 

6. What was the growth rate of population according to the primary report of census in 2001? 

(a) 1.54%   (b) 1.40%   (c) 2.36%  (d) 2.48% 

 

 

Answer: a. The Minimum age of a girl for marriage is 18 years in Bangladesh. 

b. Shifting of settlement is a significant cause of population growth. Immigration and emigration occur 

because of migration. A country’s population increases due to immigration. It means that people come to a 

country from outside. If immigration is more than emigration, then population of a country increases. 

c. In the population growth table it is seen that in 1961 the population of Bangladesh was 5 crore 52 lac. In 

2007 it became 14 crore 6 lac. It makes that the population almost tripled from 1961 to 2007. The main 

cause of this population growth is the large difference between birthrate and mortality rate. Every year in our 

country, the number of new born children is increasing than the number of death of children. As a result, the 

total population is increasing, in our country, every year about 25 lac children are born and about 6 lac 

people of all ages die. So, approximately 19 lac people   increase per year. On the other hand, mortality rate 

is decreasing due to the improvement of medical facilities. Therefore, it can be said that the main cause of 

increasing population is high birth rate and low mortality rate. 

d. Bangladesh is one of the densely populated countries of the world. Lack of education, superstition, 

poverty, low living standard etc. are the main reasons behind the rapid population growth of the country. 



Bangladesh achieved independence in 1971. According to the census of 1974 the population was only 7.64 

crore. In 2001 the population became 12.93 crore. It means that within 27 years the population has increased 

by 5.28 crore. Consciousness about the living standard is the main reason behind the gradual decrease of the 

growth rate of population.  

 

Answer: a. In any region or country, the number of babies born alive in every 1000 people a year is the 

gross birth rate of that region or country. 

b. progress in medical science is a major reason of increasing the average life expectancy of the Bangladeshi 

people. Previously contagious diseases like cholera, pox etc. used to spread as epidemic. Thousands of 

people died of those diseases. With the invention of antidotes of those diseases, mortality rate has decrease 

remarkably. As a result, the average life expectancy of people in Bangladesh is increasing. 

c. Internal migration is indicated in the event-1 Because Chowdhury family and Halder family migrated 

from one region to another region of the country. Often people of one region go to another region of a 

country and live there permanently. It is called internal migration. In such a case, population of first region 

decreases and population of second region increases. In this way, population of different regions differs due 

to internal migration. However, due to internal migration, total population of a country does not change. 

d. The migration indicated in the event-2 is called emigration. According to the event-2 people of one 

country are living in another country permanently. Emigration is the main cause of decreasing population of 

a country and I agree with his statement. At present, although the population of Bangladesh is increasing but 

it can be said that going abroad for a permanent living is an important reason of population decrease. People 

become interested to live abroad with the expectation of an advanced life, modern facilities and staying free 

from different problems of this country.  So if population of this country decreases due to migration, 

emigration will be considered as the main reason.  

Chapter –Nine - Rights of senior Citizens and women in Bangladesh 

 

Answer: a. Begum Rokeya has compared men and women to the two wheels of a car. 

b. Women do not only play the role of a mother ,a sister a wife a daughter ,a sister-in-law, an aunt or a 

grandmother , the also play their role alongside their male partners  to maintain the family. The main role the 

women play in the family is raising children, which is highly important.   



c. Hafiza faced financial discrimination in her working place. Even though she has done the same work but 

she is deprived of the same wages. Again due to protesting she has to lose her job. This is an example of 

financial discrimination towards women. According to the constitution of Bangladesh, both male and female 

have the same rights to work .Everybody will get the same wage irrespective of gender. This rule has been 

set in the constitution but practically we see a different scenario. Although the constitution points out the 

economic freedom of women and their rights in the society, they are facing financial disparity in terms of 

wages in some cases. 

d. Equal rights of men and women are acknowledged in the constitution of Bangladesh. Removing 

discrimination towards women is a constitutional provision in our country. A worker like Hafiza has the 

right to protest against any sort of discrimination to the women. Hafiza is not getting equal wages despite 

doing the equal work. It is completely a violation of labor law and the constitutional provision as well. So, in 

order to ensure the rights of women like Hafiza, following steps must be considered: 

1. Our society is male dominated or patriarchal. So, men have to change their dominating thoughts and out 

look 

2. Everybody will have to respect the women and their rights. Everybody should be careful so that the rights 

of women are not violated. 

3. Differentiating men and women in terms of wages must be stopped. Equal wages for the same work must 

be ensured. 

4. Above all, women education must be spread and ensured. Women must be educated so that they feel 

themselves equal to men. If these steps are taken, the women will not be deprived, rather they will go 

forward. 

 

Answer: a. Generally, people above 60 years of age are known as the elderly in Bangladesh. 

b. Bangladesh Retired Government servants’ welfare association provides monetary facilities to the elderly 

and also provides zero interest loans. 

c. Siddika Khatun is facing some familial problems in her life. At present in Bangladesh, the 

industrialization process and changes in our economic activities have broken the bondage in the joint 

families and small nuclear families as well. There is little scope for the parents and the elderly. 

The senior citizens live a subdued life there. They are not properly looked after or taken care of during their 

illness. They do not get company of others for the conversation. There is none to talk to them. Consequently, 

the fall prey to loneliness and melancholy. Siddika Khaturn is victim to such circumstances. She is now 70 

years of age. She wants to get the company of their beloved family members. But her children do not have 

time to listen to her. This is why she often feels lonely and bored and ultimately suffers from inner conflict 

and inferiority complex psychologically. 

d. Going through the passage stated above, we come to learn that Siddike Khatun is 70 years of age. She is 

suffering from different socio-psychological and familial problems being an old member of her family. Her 

son and daughter are busy and they do not have much time to take care of her. As an aged mother she wants 

to share her feelings with her children. And she does not have the position in the family to give suggestions 

about the family affairs. Watching all these, her neighbor Jobeda Begum tells the children of Siddika Khatun 
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to take proper care of their mother, I think Jobeda Begum’s advice about “Siddika Khatum is correct and 

necessary. 

Example of Multiple Choice Questions (Please Read Book for more Multiple Choice) 

1. What makes one realize their full potential? 

(a) Responsibilities   (b) Duties    (c) Rights    (d) Laws  

2. Which age group is considered as elderly in our country? 

(a) more then  55    (b) more than 60  (c) more than 65   (d) more than 70 

3. What happens to all human beings by the law of nature? 

(a) get educated   (b) gain knowledge   (c)  grow old   (d) become efficient  

4. Which organization has declared a particular day as the Senior citizens Day? 

(a) SAARC    (b) United Nations   (c) ASIAN    (d) OIC 

5. Under which rights women rights are included? 

(a) Human Rights   (b) Basic Rights  (c) Economic Rights    (d) Political Rights 

6. Under which rights women right are included? 

(a) Human rights   (b)  Basic Rights  (c) Economic Rights    (d) Political rights 

7. Where are women’s rights acknowledged equally with men? 

(a) In society    (b) in our constitution   (c) in education   (d) in private rule  

8. What news do we see every day in the newspapers? 

(a) female torture  (b) male torture   (c) police torture   (d) child torture  

9. Women are conscious about their rights. The evidence is -- 

i. Women’s participation in various organizations   

ii. Women’s participation in cultural side   

iii. Women’s participation in various meetings and associations  

Which one of the following is correct? 

(a) i & ii   (b)  i & iii  (c) ii & iii  (d) i, ii & iii 

10. Which is really tough to ensure for women in our society? 
(a) Equal power   (b) equal wealth  (c) equal education   (d) equal rights  
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Chapter- Three - The Folk Art and Handicrafts of Bangladesh 

Example of Multiple Choice Questions (Please Read Book for more Multiple Choice) 

1. Which one is the integral part of Bengali culture? 

(a)Pot drawing        (b) Door made of wood  

(c) To make designed plate of burnt clay   (d) Drawing Alpana  

2. Sorachitra what type of art comprised with? 

(a) Fine Arts    (b) Handicrafts    (c) Folk Art    (d) The Art dancing 

3. Which is made in various religious rites and celebration in the village areas of Bangladesh? 

(a) Folk painting    (b) Atlas    (c) alpana    (d) Wooden cot 

4. Which one is the frequently used motif of Alpana? 

(a) Cot  (b) Konki  (c) Lotus    (d) Face of Elephant 

5. How many styles or streams do the quilt of Bangladesh have? 

(a) 1   (b) 2   (c) 3   (d) 4 

Questions for brief answer  

1. What is meant by handicraft? 

Ans: Handicraft is an activity that involves making something in a skillful way by using hands. 

2. Name five handicrafts which make use of wood.  

Ans: Wooden handicrafts are made of wood and made by hand. Five wooden handicrafts are furniture, 

wood crafting ball pen with gift box. Wooden tray, Lamps, wooden flower vase. 

3.  Why the ornament and furniture embellished with crafts work are preferred by people? 

Ans: The ornament and furniture made with crafts work preferred, because beautiful ornament and saree 

are every day used elements of the women of Bangladesh. Designed cot, door, almirah    bear the testimony 

of our delicacy, on the other hand, their use is inevitable in our daily life. This is why craft works are more 

adorable. 

4. Write in short about the rickshaw as a popular vehicle and a beautiful piece of handicraft. 

Ans: Rickshaw has earned fame at home and abroad as a beautiful craft of Bangladesh. A rickshaw with 

three wheels is an art work in appearance and shape. Nevertheless, sewing with the design of birds. 

Sometimes two flower vases are set at two edges of its handle with flower. Again, colorful rattles are hung 

around the hood.  These create rhythmic sound while rickshaw plies. Beautiful pictures are set at the back 

of each rickshaw. With all these, rickshaw is an attractive craft. 

Essay type questions 

1. Our everyday life is tied with handicrafts explain it. 

Ans: Like folk art, craft is also closely related in different fields of our live. We know that to adorn 

different products or things in handicraft. So, it is easily understood that all the handicrafts are used in our 

practical life. For example different furniture having art crafts made of bamboo, cane and wood increases 

he beauty of our houses while they are used in various necessities like for our sleeping sitting, preserving 

dress and cloths and keeping food. Different potteries with art crafts made of mud are the main elements 

of the families of quner people. In a word, every day we use various handicrafts. 

2. How will you raise family and social awareness in using folk arts and handicrafts? 

Ans: As a conscious citizen of this country about the heritage of our ancestors, I am eager to uphold the 

dignity of our folk arts and handicrafts. First of all, raising awareness of the folk people about their daily 

utensils. As they are contributing to world heritage and culture. In this modern era, communication and 

technology can play a vital role to introduce our handicrafts to the whole world. If a family decides to use 

different deshi handicrafts, it can be a great step to contribute to the economy of the country, as well as it 

can serve to preserve our folk crafts. This is why, I will convince my family members to use local folk 

handicrafts as much as possible. Each and every family makes a society. We know charity begins at home, 

and thus, the consciousness should be raised inside my own family. 



 

3. What is scroll painting (Patachitro) Write what you know about it. 

Ans: Pot is one of the examples of Bengal folk art. Pots are sketched based on different social and religious 

functions. The word pot has been derived from pot or cloth. Two types of pots were drawn wrapped and 

square pot. And the artist of this are known as Potua. Wrapped pots are much long and tall. Many pieces 

of pictures are decorated vertically on after another on a pot. These pictures are symbolic to some folk 

tales or religious tales. Pots are drawn on many subjects such as the life of Buddha, the story of Jatok, the 

love affair of kristna Ramayan, Behula, myth of Lakhinder, story of Mohorrom, sonai, Madhob etc. 

Afterwards, pots were drawn on the life of story of the folk peer Gazi, Kalu Gazi Champaboti. These are 

famous as pot of Gazi. These are all about pot painting I know. 

 

Chapter—Four - Different media of drawing pictures 

Example of Multiple Choice Questions (Please Read Book for more Multiple Choice) 

1. One what picture is draw with poster Colour? 

(a) hard board    (b) paper    (c) stone    (d) canvas  

2. Which type of paper is suitable to use poster color? 

(a) Rough    (b) Smooth    (c) oil colour    (d) Plastic colour 

3. What is the favorite medium of drawing pictures to the young boys? 

(a)  Poster colour    (b)  Acrylic colour   (c)  Water Colour  (d)  Plastic colour  

4. To hold brightness in picture the essential task is – 

i.to use smooth paper  

ii. to use more than one brush  

iii. to use clean water  

(a) i and ii     (b) i and iii    (c) ii and iii    (d) i,ii and iii  

5. Which color has to be mixed with water color to draw the picture of sky? 

(a) Green and Blue    (b) blue and brown   (c) sky and blue   (d) blue and orange 

Questions for brief answers 

1. Separate the colors from below which can be used only to draw picture on white paper. 

Acrylic color, Plastic color, Water color, oxide color, poster color, tie-dye, pastel color, oil color. 

Ans: Water color and poster color can be drawn only on white paper.  

2. Write in brief about poster color. 

Ans: To the little boys and girls poster color is favorite color as a medium drawing picture, picture is to 

be drawn with this color mixing water with it. It is because the previous color tis completely covered when 

one color is pasted on another color .The poster color is generally used to draw picture on paper. The 

poster color is suitable to use on paper to draw any kind of picture with it. 

3. Describe the rules of how to use water color.  

Ans: A little thick paper with rough surface is the most suitable to draw with water color. First you have 

to draw with pencil softly. It is not good to rub again and again with rubber. When color is put unnecessary 

lines can be seen on rubbed place. Before putting color wet the paper with clean wet cloth or wide painting 

brush remember you will begin putting color from the top of the paper. You will have to move the painting 

brush from left to right. The color will roll to the bottom like water. You will have to finish the wash by 

quickly drawing the rolling color. Thus needed color will have to be used. The color will vary 

according to light and shade by this method combining color with color picture is to be drawn. 

4. Acrylic color is now favorite medium to the artists –Explain. 

Ans: Acrylic color can be used to draw picture on anything like paper board or canvas. It is 

generally indistinct color but lessening opacity with water it can be used like water color. So, at 

present acrylic color is very favorite medium among artists. 
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Chapter – Three 

Agricultural Equipment’s 

 
Answer: a. the elements that plants draw from the soil , water and air for their nutrition and growth 

are called the nutrient elements for plants. 

b. To prepare compost using the trench method, six trenches are parallelly dug on the land. Five 

trenches are respectively filled with agricultural waste, straw, rubble, wed and cow dung while on 

trench is left vacant it is necessary to pulverize the composting materials within each trench in order 

to prepare the compost fertilizer. A few days later, the compost in each trench is transferred to its 

next trench. In the same manner, the compost in each trench is again transferred to another trench 

some days later. For the ease and convenience of the work, a trench is kept vacant during the 

production of compost  

c. In Hafeez’s land the rice crop tillers were not functioning as expected. Besides, the land was 

infested with insects and mites. The first problem indicated that there was a deficiency of nitrogen 

element in the soil. Hafeez could add some green manure to his land, if he wanted to solve the 

problem through an organic management practice. Green manure adds nitrogen rich nutrients to the 

soil. It is an organic fertilizer as it is made of cowpea and black gram crops. Next, to solve the 

problem of infestation, Hafeez could spray tobacco leaf extracts on the land. If done on a large scale, 

this could help to control the crop damaging insects and mites. 

d. In the first year of crop cultivation, Hafeez observed that his rice crop tillers were not functioning 

as expected in the land. Besides, the area was infested with insects and mites. He did not apply 

chemical fertilizers and pesticides to the land as these cause damage to the soil fertility. The non-

judicious use of pesticides is a threat to the crops, people’s health and the environment. 

In the second year of farming, Hafeez used biotechnology in his agricultural activities to replenish 

the deficiency of nutrients and to resist pests and diseases. He also applied fertilizer to the land that 

mostly consisted of cow dung, compost, green manure and oil cakes, he did this to ensure the supply 

of all essential nutrients for the crops and to increase the organic matter of the soil for better 

microbial activity. Thus, the methods undertaken by him helped to increase the water retaining 

capacity and fertility of the soil as well as to improve the production of crops and its quality. Besides, 

he used biotechnology for controlling pests in the land. He st up traps for the pests and made nests 

for birds at different points on the field. This way pests and insects could be checked without 

bringing any adverse effects on the environment. Therefore, we can see that the biotechnology 

adopted by Hafeez in the second yer of cultivation helped to replenish the nutrient deficiencies of the 

land and to protect the crops from the attack of insects and pests. 

 



 
Answer: a. Organic and non-chemical. 

b. chemical pesticides are formulated poison. The crops produced after applying those pesticides are 

also poison. Its consequence is also very dangerous. If the pesticide is chemical, it becomes most 

harmful. It causes environmental pollution.  That’s why it is called silent killers. 

c. Ahad cultivated brinjal. There were infestation of insects around the stem and at the tip of the 

plants. Since he got no advantage of applying chemical pesticides last year, this time he can apply 

extracts of tobacco or nicotine sulfate. Nicotine sulfate is effective against insects of foliage and 

growing branches. It is a bioorganic pesticide. Use of this pesticide will not cause any environmental 

damage. Side by side, pests of crops will be eradicated. Besides, Ahad can control insects by using 

light traps or spreading beneficial insects there. By this way fruits will remain poison free also. 

 

d. Mr. Ahad applied chemical pesticides in his brinjal field during previous year. Disadvantage are 

more than that of the advantages of using chemical pesticides. The reason is that only a small 

fragment of the chemical pesticide, 1% or less, can reach the targeted pests. Besides, pest induces 

resistance against pesticides due to the prolonged use of it year. As a result, using pesticides to 

control those insects results no effect.  

In case of Ahad’s first time approach both of the incidents occurred   at a time. The pesticide which 

Ahad applied in his crop lost its activity as the infested insects gained resistance power against that. 

That pesticide also killed the microbes of the soil. That’s why, it was not possible to save brinjal 

production of that year. 

Example of Multiple Choice Questions (Please Read Book for more Multiple Choice) 

1. Which is a micro nutrient? 

(a) Phosphorus  (b) sculpture   (c) molybdenum   (d) potassium 

2. How many essential nutrients for plants are there? 

(a) 13   (b) 15   (c) 17   (d) 19 

3. Which is a macro nutrients?  

(a)  Iron  (b) copper  (c) carbon  (d) boron  

4. Which is a natural source of plant nutrient? 

(a) Cow dung   (b) waste  (c) soil  (d) straw  

5. Which element makes the plants green in color? 

(a) Phosphorus  (b) nitrogen   (c) potassium   (d) calcium 

6. What is the amount of ground nut oil cake in preparation of 10kgs mixed concentrate feed? 

(a)  1kg    (b) 2kgs  (c) 3kgs  (d) 4kgs 

Short Questions –Answer 

1. What do you understand by essential nutrient elements? 

Ans. For growth and fulfillment of nutritional requirement, the elements that the pants extract from 

soil, air and water are called essential nutrition elements. Lack of essential elements cannot be 

fulfilled by other elements. That’s why these elements are called essential nutrition elements. 

 

 



2. What are the sources of nutrient elements? 

Ans. the sources of nutrients of plants are of two types. These are --- 

1. Natural sources and 2. Artificial sources  

3. In order to get quick and increased production from fishes and livestock, the feed that is supplied 

in addition to the normal feed is called supplementary feed. 

4.  What is green manure?  

Ans: Fertilizer prepared by decomposing green seedlings of plants grown in the soil is called green 

fertilizer. 

 

Essay Type Questions Answer 

1. Describe the benefits of green manure. 

Ans: By using green fertilizer – 1. Soil fertility increases 2. Organic elements get added to the soil.  

3. Amount of nitrogen increases in the soil. 4. Activates of microbes increase in the soil. 5. Protects 

the nutrients of the soil. 6. Improves the organic environment of the soil. 

 3. Mention the ill effects of the use of chemical pesticides. 

Ans: Harmful effects of chemical pesticides in agriculture are mentioned below: 1. if used for a long 

time, pests develop resistance power to a particular pesticide. This reduces the effectiveness of the 

pesticide.2.Most of the chemical fertilizer destroys the beneficial microbes and insects.  3. Only 1% 

of the chemical fertilizer applied in the field destroys the pests. 4. A large portion of the applied 

pesticide enters the food circle of animals, surface and ground water and air. 5. by using the 

structural process of the soil, pesticides reduces soil fertility.  

Chapter – Four 

Agriculture and Climate 

 

 
Answer: a. The time range between sowing seed and harvesting is known as season of crops. 

b. Temperature influences survival of the plants. For survival, plants choose minimum, optimum and 

maximum temperature. These three temperature points are known as cardinal temperatures. Potato is 

a crop of cool season that means it is a Rabi crop. For potato production, minimum temperature is 0 -

5C; optimum temperature is 25 – 31 C and maximum temperature is 31- 37C. That is why potato is 

known as vegetables of cardinal temperature. 

 c. Sadiq’s home is situated in the b. Sadiq’s home is situated in the area where it rains slightly but a 

lot of vegetables grow there. From this, it is possible to say that Sadiq’s home is situated in the AEZ 

3 and 4. It rains slightly in these regions. Intensity of cold and hot weather is very high. During Rabi 

season, cold is higher than the other regions. Different winter vegetables like tomato, radish, 

cabbage, cauliflower, wheat, ladies finger, chilli, ground nut etc. Are growing in this region. 

Transplant Aus, broadcast aman in Kharif – 2 season grow well here. 

d. Sadiq’s house is situated in AEZ3 and 4. His home is in a high land of a sandy soil strip area far 

from sea. Intensity of hot and cold is very high here. Drought occurs here in summer. Another 

mentionable characteristic of this region is that it rains slightly during monsoon. Less storm and 

rainfall occur here. Sadiq’s uncle’s home is in Tilatola of Chittagong district. It belongs to the AEZ 



22. It is an area at the foot of the hills with a coast line. Characteristics of this area are low intensity 

of cold and hot weather but has high occurrence of storms and rainfalls. Often, sky becomes covered 

with black dark clouds followed by heavy rainfall and gusty wind.  

 

2. 

                                          

                                          
Answer: a. Bangladesh has been demarcated in 30 AEZ (Agro Ecological Zones) based on weather 

and climate. 

b. In winter season sometimes dew and fog increase air humidity which in turn, creates a favorable 

environment for spreading diseases. In this way crop is very easily affected by diseases.  

c. Extensive irrigation is not needed in the A part of the graph.` A’ part in the graph is indicating 

kharif -2 season. Duration of this season is in English moths from mid-January to mid-September 

and Bengali moths from Ashar to Bhadra. This is mainly monsoon season. In this seasons, a lot of 

rainfall occur and air humidity is high too. That is why no additional irrigation is needed in this 

season. 

d. `C’ indicated season is Rabi season. Duration of this season is from mid-March to mid-September. 

There is low temperature in this season. For survival, plants need minimum, optimum and maximum 

temperature. Crops of cool season require minimum temperature of 0 -5C, optimum temperature of 

25C- 31C and maximum temperature of 31C-37 C for their germination and growth. Rabi crops of 

Bangladesh are wheat, potato chick pea, lentil, cauliflower, knolkhol etc. The temperature in which 

these crops prefer to grow has exactly the same temperature during   the Rabi season. This 

temperature is very useful for these crops production 

 

Short Questions- Answer 

1. What do you understand by drought? 

Ans: long period without rain is called drought. If more than 20 days at a stress remains rainless 

within the months of Chaitra and Karthik in Bangladesh, this situation is called drought. 



2. Which plant is called short day plant? 

Ans: The Plants which require less than 12 hours of daylight per day for flowering and fruiting are 

called short day plants. Instances are wheat, aman paddy   spinach and mastered. 

4. What do you understand by heavy rainfall? 

Ans: Rainfall more than the normal amount at a place is known as excessive rainfall. Due to this, 

vegetable plants get tilted and fruits and flowers get damaged. Lack of oxygen is created in the soil 

by water logging and flood which hampers growth and production of plants. 

 

Essay Type Questions Answer  

1. Describe the influence of weather and climate on the production of crops. 

Ans: Which area will produce which crops depend on the weather and climate of that area. Elements 

of weather and climate impact crop production. 

1. Sun light: Sun light helps the process of photosynthesis of plants. Food stored by plants is used by 

other animals as food. 2. Temperature: For survival, every plant has a lowest, highest and optimum 

temperature. Temperature controls the extent of crop production in any area. For instance wheat, 

potato, red gram, chickpeas are winter crops. On the other hand, jute, rubber, cassava are summer 

crops. 3. Rainfall: plants depend on water from the soil. Amount and timing of rainfall are important 

for crop production.  4. Air flow: Photosynthesis, transpiration, pollination, are controlled by air flow 

5.Humidity: In the initial stages of crop growth, high humidity is beneficial. During kernel 

formation, moisture content narrows the kernels and increases infestation of diseases and pests. 

3. Give details of season neutral crops.  

Ans: The crops that can be cultivated all year round with profit are called season neutral crop all 

baromashi crops. These are also called day length neutral crops as these crops can flower in any day 

with any length. In our country, the horticulture crops that are season neutral are red amaranth, 

brinjal, chilli, papayas and banana etc. 

Example of Multiple Choice Questions (Please Read Book for more Multiple Choice) 

1. How many crop growing seasons are there? 

(a) 2    (b) 3   (c) 4    (d) 5 

2. What crop will grow in which depends on what? 

(a)  Season  (b) climate   (c) seasonal variation   (d) land diversity 

3. What is the type of climate of Bangladesh? 

(a) Tropical   (b) subtropical monsoon   (c) monsoon   (d) neutral  

4. Plants produced food in which part of the body? 

(a) Stem    (b) leaf     (c) root   (d) branch  

5. Which one of the below has impact on crop production? 

(a) Major nutritional elements    (b) Minor nutritional elements   

(c) Elements of soil      (d) Elements of weather and climate 
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Part B: Grammar 

 Forms of verbs (English Grammar & Composition- Pg. 30) 

 Person 

 Number 

 Use right forms of verbs 

 Tense 

 Direct speech & Indirect speech (English Grammar & Composition- Pg. 136) 

 Voice (English Grammar & Composition- Pg. 148) 

Part C: Writing 

Textbook related paragraph- 

1. Morality shop (Pg. 542) 

2. Begum Rokeya (Pg. 548) 

Instruction Paragraph- 

3. How to become a good student (Pg. 550) 

4. How to follow the rules of health (Pg. 550) 

5. How to prevent diseases (Pg. 552) 

Informal Email- 

1. An email showing sympathy for your friend who is infected with COVID-19 and 

hospitalized. (Pg. 477) 

2. An email to your friend describing your aim in life. (Pg. 479) 

3. An email to your friend about the bad effects of smoking. (Pg. 479) 

Informal letter- 

4. A letter to your friend describing the co-curricular activities of your school. (Pg. 487) 

5. A letter to your father telling him about your progress in studies (Pg. 489) 

Dialogue Writing- 

1. A dialogue between you and your friend about the necessity of keeping safe distance 

and wearing mask to prevent the spread of COVID-19 (Pg. 499) 

2. A dialogue between two friends about the importance of games and sports. (Pg. 503) 

3. A dialogue between two friends about the importance of tree plantation. (Pg. 504) 

4. A dialogue between you and your father about the necessity of computer. (Pg. 506) 

Composition Writing- 

1. Digital Bangladesh (Pg. 650) 

2. Discipline and its importance (Pg. 651) 

3. Population problem in Bangladesh (Pg. 654) 
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1| DwÏcKwU c‡o wb‡Pi cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi DËi `vI : 
mncvVx‡`i mv‡_ ¯‹zj †_‡K evwo †divi c‡_ GKwU weovjQvbvi KiæY WvK ï‡b _g‡K ùvovq †kÖqmx| nVr †`‡L iv Í̄vi 
cv‡k GKwU M‡Z© GKwU weovjQvbv AvU‡K Av‡Q| eÜz‡`i mvnvh¨ wb‡q †kÖqmx †mwU‡K cwi®‹vi K‡i †Kv‡j Zz‡j †bq| 
evwo‡Z †divi ci †kÖqmxi †mev-h‡Zœ weovjQvbvwU †hb cÖvY wd‡i †cj| Lye Aí mg‡q †m Zv‡`i cwiev‡iiB GKRb 
n‡q DV‡jv| wKš‘ Ii fvB myRv Zv‡K mn¨ Ki‡Z cviZ bv, cÖvqB gviai KiZ| GKw`b †kÖqmx ¯‹yj †_‡K wd‡i 
weovjQvbvwU‡K Avi Lyu‡R †cj bv| 
K) nuvmiv wM‡q †Kv_vq bvgj? 
L) Kzgy-jvUzi g‡b †Kv‡bv m‡›`n iBj bv †Kb? 
M) ‡kÖqmxi gva¨‡g ÔcvwLÕ M‡íi †Kvb we‡kl w`KwU dzwU‡q †Zvjv n‡q‡Q? e¨vL¨v K‡iv| 
N) ÔmyRvi gvbwmKZv Kzgy ev jvUzi g‡Zv n‡j weovjQvbvwU‡K nviv‡Z n‡Zv bv ‡kÖqmxiÕ - we‡kølY K‡iv|   

DËi : K) nuvmiv we‡ji cvwb‡Z wM‡q bvgj| 
L) cvwLwU‡K µgvMZ Do‡Z †`‡L Kzgy Avi jvUzi g‡b Avi †Kv‡bv m‡›`n iBj bv †h †m Lye ª̀æZB Zvi `‡ji Kv‡Q 
†cuŠ‡Q hv‡e| Kzgy I jvUz GKwU AvnZ cvwL‡K cwiPh©v K‡i my ’̄ K‡i Zz‡jwQj| my ’̄ nIqv gvÎB cvwLUv Do‡Z _vKv 
ey‡bvnuv‡mi `‡ji Kv‡Q wd‡i hvIqvi Rb¨ Dovj †`q| Do‡Z wM‡q cÖ_‡g cvwLwU ey‡bvnuv‡mi `j †_‡K kw³ I mvg‡_© 
A‡bKUv wcwQ‡q c‡o| Kzgy I jvUzi g‡b m‡›`n Rv‡M cvwLUv nq‡Zv D‡o wM‡q ey‡bvnuv‡mi `‡j wgk‡Z cvi‡e bv, ª̀æZB 
KøvšÍ n‡q wb‡P †b‡g co‡e| wKš‘ cvwLUv µgvMZ Do‡Z _vKvq Zv‡`i g‡bi †mB m‡›`n cy‡ivcywi ~̀i n‡q hvq| 
M) ‡kÖqmxi gva¨‡g ÔcvwLÕ M‡íi g~j †PZbv, cïcvwLi cÖwZ AK…wÎg ggZ¡‡ev‡ai w`KwU dzwU‡q †Zvjv n‡q‡Q| jxjv 
gRyg`vi iwPZ ÔcvwLÕ M‡í ewY©Z Kzgy I jvUz GKwU AvnZ cvwLi Rxeb iÿvi Rb¨ Zrci n‡h I‡V| cvwLwU‡K Zviv 
h_vmva¨ †mev-hZœ K‡i| cvwLwUi Rb¨ Zviv GKwU _vKvi RvqMv ˆZwi K‡i †`q| Zv‡`i †mevq cvwLwU ax‡i ax‡i my ’̄ 
n‡q I‡V| cÖvq GK gvm ci my ’̄ n‡q cvwLwU Avevi ey‡bvnuv‡mi en‡i wd‡i hvq|  
DÏxc‡Ki †kÖqmx iv Í̄vi cv‡k M‡Z© AvU‡K _vKv GKwU weovjQvbv Lyu‡R cvq| †m QvbvwU‡K D×vi K‡i cig ggZvq 
†Kv‡j Zz‡j †bq| †mev-h‡Zœ weovjwU‡K my ’̄ K‡i †Zv‡j| GKBfv‡e ÔcvwLÕ M‡íi Kzgy I jvUz AvnZ cvwLwUi cÖwZ 
ggZ¡‡eva cÖ̀ k©b K‡i‡Q| DÏxc‡Ki †kÖqmxi Kg©Kv‡ÐI G w`KwUB cÖwZdwjZ n‡q‡Q| 
N) myRvi gvbwmKZv ÔcvwLÕ M‡íi Kzgy ev jvUzi g‡Zv gvbweK n‡j weovjQvbvwU‡K †kÖqmxi nviv‡Z n‡Zv bv| ÔcvwLÕ M‡í 
MíKvi Kzgy I jvUz Pwi‡Îi ga¨ w`‡q cïcvwLi cÖwZ fv‡jvevmvi w`KwU dzwU‡q Zz‡j‡Qb| wkKvwii e› ỳ‡Ki ¸wj‡Z AvnZ 
ey‡bvnuvmwUi cÖwZ mvnv‡h¨i nvZ evwo‡q †`q Zviv| Zv‡`i D‡`¨v‡M cvwLwU wec` †_‡K iÿv cvq Ges ª̀æZ my ’̄ n‡q 
I‡V| 
DÏxc‡K evwY©Z myRvi gv‡S ÔcvwLÕ M‡íi Kzgy I jvUzi wecixZag©x g‡bvfve cÖKvk †c‡q‡Q| Zvi †evb †kÖqmx GKwU 
Avagiv weovjQvbv D×vi K‡i N‡i wb‡q Av‡m| †kÖqmx cig ggZvq weovjwUi †mev-hZœ K‡i| wKš‘ myRv weovjwUi cÖwZ 
we‡Ølc~Y© g‡bvfve †cvlY K‡i| myRv webv Kvi‡Y weovjwUi cÖwZ we‡Ølc~Y© g‡bvfve †cvlY K‡i| myRv webv Kvi‡Y 
weovjwU‡K wbh©vZb K‡i| G Kvi‡YB †kÖqmx weovjQvbvwU‡K nvwi‡q †d‡j| 
cïcvwLi cÖwZ ggZv cÖ̀ k©b GKwU Ab¨Zg gvbweK ¸Y| ÔcvwLÕ M‡íi Kzgy I jvUz ỳR‡bB Amnvq ey‡bvnuvmwUi cÖwZ 
AK…wÎg fv‡jvevmv cÖ̀ k©b K‡i‡Q| Zv‡`i GB AK…wÎg ggZ¡‡eva I mg‡e`bv MíwU‡K w`‡q‡Q Abb¨ gvÎv| DÏxc‡Ki 
myRv I †kÖqmxi †cvlv weovjwU‡K M‡íi Kzgy I jvUzi g‡Zv gvbweK „̀wó‡Z †`L‡j weovjwUi Ggb cwiYwZ n‡Zv bv| 
Gw`K we‡ePbvq cÖ‡kœv³ Dw³wU h_vh_| 

 



*** N‡ii KvR: DÏxcKwU c‡o cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi DËi LvZvq wjL‡e| 
¯‹zj †_‡K †divi c‡_ iv Í̄vi cv‡k gyn~l© Ae¯’vq GKwU KzKzi Qvbv †`L‡Z †c‡q †mUv‡K evwo‡Z wb‡q Av‡m Avw`ev| Zvi 
†mev-h‡Zœ KzKziQvbvUv †hb cÖvY wd‡i †cj| Lye Aíw`‡bB KzKziQvbvwU Zvi AšÍi½ n‡q DVj| wKš‘ Zvi eo †evb Awbgv 
†mwU‡K GK`gB cQ›` KiZ bv| my‡hvM †c‡jD KzKziwU‡K †m jvwV †cUv KiZ| 
K) ÔAewaÕ k‡ãi A_© Kx? 
L) Kzgyi †PvL Svcmv n‡q Av‡m †Kb? e¨vL¨v K‡iv| 
M) Avw`evi AvPi‡Y ÔcvwLÕ M‡íi †Kvb w`KwU dz‡U D‡V‡Q? e¨vL¨v K‡iv| 
N) DÏxc‡K  ÔcvwLÕ M‡íi m¤ú~Y©fve cÖKvk K‡i Kx? †Zvgvi gZvgZ `vI| 
 

wcZ…cyiæ‡li Mí (nviæb nvexe 1948 mv‡j) 
 

1| DÏxcKwU c‡o wb‡Pi cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi DËi `vI: 
mßg †kÖwYi wkÿv_©x wcÖqwZ evev-gv‡qi m‡½ cÖ_gev‡ii g‡Zv XvKvq †eov‡Z G‡m‡Q| GKz‡k †deªæqvwi‡Z evev-gv I‡K 
wb‡q hvq †Kw› ª̀q kwn` wgbv‡i| evev-gv‡qi mv‡_ †mI dzj w`‡q kwn`‡`i cÖwZ kÖ×v Rvbvq| evevi Kv‡Q fvlvkwn‡`i 
AvZ¥Z¨v‡Mi K_v ï‡b M‡e© gbUv f‡i I‡V wcÖqwZi| 
K) 1971 mv‡j KvRj gvgv †Kv_vq coZ? 
L) Ôhy× Avi gyw³hy‡×i g‡a¨ A‡bK ZdvrÕ - Dw³wU eywS‡q †j‡Lv| 
M) Aš‘ I wcÖqwZi g‡bvfve †Kvb w`K †_‡K mv „̀k¨c~Y© - e¨vL¨v K‡iv| 
N) ÒDÏxc‡K cÖwZdwjZ w`KwU ÔwcZ…cyiæ‡li M‡íi m¤ú~Y© fve‡K aviY K‡i bvÕ - Dw³wUi h_v_©Zv g~j¨vqb K‡iv|   

DËi : K) 1971 mv‡j KvRj gvgv XvKv wekŵe`¨vj‡q coZ|  
L) ‡h‡Kv‡bv welq wb‡q gvby‡l gvby‡l hy× n‡Z cv‡i wKš‘ gyw³hy× nq †Kej GKwU †`k‡K ¯̂vaxb Kivi Rb¨| mvaviY 
hy× Avi gyw³hy‡×i g‡a¨ A‡bK cv_©K¨ i‡q‡Q| †Kbbv hy× nq ¯̂v‡_©i Rb¨, ivRvi ivRvq, GK †`‡ki mv‡_ Av‡iK 
†`‡ki| wKš‘ gyw³hy× msNwUZ nq ¯̂vaxbZvi Rb¨| ¯̂Zš¿ GKwU RvwZ wn‡m‡e Ab¨vq-AZ¨vPvi Avi civaxbZvi k„•Lj 
†_‡K gy³ nIqvi Rb¨| GUvB hy× Avi gyw³hy‡×i cv_©K¨| 
M) c~e©cyiæl‡`i wb‡q Av‡eM-Abyf~wZ cÖKv‡ki w`K †_‡K DÏxc‡Ki wcÖqwZ I ÔwcZ…cyiæ‡li cíÕ M‡íi Aš‘i g‡bvfve 
mv „̀k¨c~Y©| ÔwcZ…cyiæ‡li MíÕ iPbvi †K› ª̀xq PwiÎ Aš‘| gyw³‡hv‡× KvRj gvgvi KvQ †_‡K †m evsjv‡`‡ki 
gyw³msMÖv‡gi BwZnvm †kv‡b| Aš‘ Zvi gvgvi KvQ †_‡K Rvb‡Z cv‡i fvlv Av‡›`vjb I gyw³hy‡× AvZ¥Z¨vMKvix exi 
evOvwj‡`i K_v| c~e©cyiæl‡`i K_v g‡b K‡i †m GKBmv‡_ e¨w_Z Ges Mwe©Z nq| kwn` wgbv‡i fvlvkwn`‡`i cÖwZ kÖ×v 
wb‡e`‡bi gva¨‡g wcZ…cyiæl‡`i cÖwZ Aš‘i kÖ×v I fv‡jvevmvi ewntcÖKvk N‡U| 
DÏxc‡Ki wcÖqwZ evev-gv‡qi mv‡_ XvKvq †eov‡Z G‡m‡Q| eve-gv Zv‡K †K› ª̀xq kwn` wgbv‡i wb‡q hvq| †mLv‡b †m 
exi kwn`‡`i dyj w`‡q kÖ×v Rvbvq| fvlvkwn`‡`i Av‡Z¥vrmM© Zvi g‡b Me©‡ev‡ai Rb¥ †`q| ÔwcZ…cyiæ‡li MíÕ iPbvq 
Aš‘i †ÿ‡ÎI GKB Abyf~wZi cÖgvY †g‡j| 
N) DÏxc‡K cÖwZdwjZ w`KwU ÔwcZ…cyiæ‡li MíÕ iPbvi LwÐZ fv‡ei aviK| ÔwcZ…cyiæ‡li MíÕ iPbvi Aš‘ gvgvi KvQ 
†_‡K evsjv‡`‡ki gyw³msMÖv‡gi †cÖÿvcU I cwiYwZ m¤ú‡K© Rvb‡Z cv‡i| Rvb‡Z cv‡i ‡`‡ki gvby‡li gyw³i Rb¨ exi 
evOjvi mšÍvb‡`i AvZ¥Z¨v‡Mi K_v| †mB m‡½ XvKv kn‡ii cÖvPxb BwZnvm I HwZn¨ m¤ú‡K©I Ávb jvf K‡i †m|  
DÏxc‡Ki wcÖqwZ evev-gv‡qi mv‡_ GKz‡k †deªæqvwi‡Z kwn` wgbv‡i G‡m‡Q| dyj w`‡q fvlvkwn`‡`i cÖwZ web¤ª kÖ×v 
Ávcb K‡i Zviv| evevi KvQ †_‡K kwn`‡`i AvZ¥Z¨v‡Mi K_v ï‡b wcÖqwZ Me©‡eva K‡i| Av‡jvP¨ ÔwcZ…cyiæ‡li MíÕ 
iPbvq c~e©cyiæ‡li gnvb KxwZ©i cÖKvk NU‡jI DÏxcK I ÔwcZ…cyiæ‡li MíÕ Dfq iPbv‡ZB c~e©cyiæl‡`i cwiPq Zz‡j aiv 
n‡q‡Q| wKš‘ DÏxc‡Ki Zzjbvq Av‡jvP¨ iPbvi fveMv¤¢xh© AviI we Í̄…Z| ÔwcZ…cyiæ‡li MíÕ iPbvq AšÍwb©wnZ Av‡Q cÖvPxb 
evsjvi †kKo m¤úwK©Z bvbv wRÁvmvi DËi| fvlv Av‡›`vjb QvovI evsjv‡`‡ki gnvb gyw³hy‡×i cÖm½I G‡m‡Q 
GLv‡b| ÔwcZ…cyiæ‡li MíÕ  iPbvq evOvwji HwZnvwmK NUbv I msMÖvggyLi †h wPÎ dz‡U D‡V‡Q, DÏxc‡K Zvi AvswkK 
wPÎ Dc¯’vwcZ n‡q‡Q| ‡mw`K we‡ePbvq cÖ‡kœv³ Dw³wU h_vh_| 

 



*** N‡ii KvR: DÏxcKwU c‡o cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi DËi LvZvq wjL‡e| 

fvlv Av‡›`vj‡bi ‰mwbK `v ỳfvB †LvKb‡K †Kv‡j wb‡q ïiæ K‡ib Mí| †h M‡íi „̀óvšÍ c„w_ex‡Z Avi wØZxqwU †bB|  
cÖv‡Yi wewbg‡q gvZ…fvlvi gh©̀ v iÿvi GK Abb¨ Mí| evOvwji BwZnv‡mi GK nvi bv gvbv †MŠi‡ev¾¡j Aa¨v‡qi Mí| 
K) Avgv‡`i RvwZi cÖ_g kwn` Kviv? 
L) Avgiv evsjv fvlv‡K Kxfv‡e ivóªfvlv cÖwZôv Ki‡Z †c‡iwQ? eywS‡q †j‡Lv| 
M) DÏxc‡Ki mv‡_ ÔwcZ…cyiæ‡li MíÕ M‡íi ˆemv „̀k¨ KZUzKz? Av‡jvPbv K‡iv| 
N) DÏxc‡Ki `v ỳfvB‡qi fvlv Av‡›`vj‡bi gZvg‡Zi e¨vcv‡i Zzwg wK GKgZ? g‡Zi mc‡ÿ we‡kœlY K‡iv| 

 
Qwei is (nv‡kg Lvb 1941 mv‡j ) 

 
1| DÏxcKwU c‡o wb‡Pi cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi DËi `vI: 
MZ wW‡m¤̂‡i wisKy Zvi gvgvi evwo Av‡jvKw`qvq †eov‡Z hvq| Zvi gv Zv‡K †mLvbKvi ¯‹z‡j wb‡q hvb| we`¨vjq cÖv½‡Y 
bvbv i‡Oi A‡bK dzj Avi cÖRvcwZ †`‡L †m gy» nq| †mLv‡b †m wkÿv_©x‡`i ˆZwi D¾¡j i‡Oi bvbv ai‡bi cyZzj, wewfbœ  
is w`‡q AuvKv Qwe †`‡L AwZf~Z n‡q c‡o| 

K) Pvwliv †Kvb gv‡m `j †eu‡a dmj Kv‡U? 
L) ÔGB wZbwU is wgwj‡q A‡bK is cvIqv hvq|ÕÑ e¨vL¨v K‡iv| 
M) we`¨vj‡qi „̀‡k¨ ÔQwei isÕ cÖe‡Üi †Kvb FZzi cwiPq cvIqv hvq? 
N) ÔDÏxcKwU ÔQwei isÕ cÖe‡Üi AvswkK fve cÖKvk K‡i‡Q|Õ Ñ we‡kølY K‡iv| 

DËi: K) Pvwliv AMÖnvqY gv‡m `j †eu‡a dmj Kv‡U| 
L) Av‡jvP¨ Dw³wU‡Z †gŠwjK i‡Oi K_v ejv n‡q‡Q| jvj, njy` I bxjÑ GB wZbwU n‡jv †gŠwjK ev cÖv_wgK is| GB 
is¸‡jvi GKwU‡K A‡b¨i mv‡_ wgwk‡q bvbvb ai‡bi is cvIqv hvq| †hgbÑ njy` I bxj wgwk‡q meyR, bxj I jvj 
wgwk‡q †e¸wb, jvj I njy` wgwk‡q Kgjv is cvIqv hvq| Ggwb K‡i GB wZb i‡Oi mgš̂‡q A‡bK is cvIqv hvq| 
M) DÏxc‡K ¯‹z‡ji „̀‡k¨i †h eY©bv i‡q‡Q, Zv‡Z emšÍ FZzi cwiPq cvIqv hvq| loFZzi †`k evsjv‡`k| FZzi 
cvjve`‡j G‡`‡ki cÖK…wZi is e`jvq, e`j N‡U iƒ‡ci| we‡kl K‡i em‡šÍ G‡`‡ki cÖK…wZ ewY©j mv‡R mw¾Z n‡q 
I‡V| cÖK…wZ I cwi‡e‡ki Giƒc cwieZ©b gvby‡li g‡bI Qvc †i‡L hvq| DÏxc‡Ki ¯‹z‡ji „̀k¨ Ges ÔQwei isÕ cÖe‡Ü 
emšÍ FZzi iƒc-‰ewPÎ¨ dz‡U D‡V‡Q| 
DÏxc‡Ki wisKz Zvi gvgvi evwo Av‡jvKw`qv †eov‡Z †M‡j Zvi gv Zv‡K †mLvbKvi GK ¯‹z‡j wb‡q hvb| ¯‹zj cÖ½‡Y 
dzj Avi cÖRvcwZi †kvfv †`‡L gy» nq †m| ÔQwei isÕ cÖe‡ÜI emšÍ‡K Ôi‡Oi FZzÕ wn‡m‡e Kíbv Kiv n‡q‡Q| Gmgq 
Mv‡Q Mv‡Q my›`i I m‡ZR dzj †dvUvi cÖwZ‡hvwMZv ïiæ nq| bvbv i‡Oi cvwL wPwPiwgwPi K‡i D‡o †eovq| evmšÍx i‡Oi 
†cvkvK c‡o gvbyl Drm‡e †g‡Z I‡V| em‡šÍi GB ewY©j iƒc DÏxc‡Ki wisKzi †`Lv ¯‹z‡ji „̀k¨c‡UI GKBfv‡e 
cwijwÿZ nq| †m we‡ePbvq wisKzi †`Lv ¯‹z‡ji „̀k¨wU‡Z g~jZ emšÍ cÖK…wZi cwiPq cvIqv hvq| 
N) ÔQwei isÕ cÖe‡Ü wPÎwk‡íi mv‡_ RwoZ bvbv wel‡qi Av‡jvPbv _vK‡jI DÏxc‡K cÖKvk †c‡q‡Q Zvi LwÐZ Ask| 
Av‡jvP¨ iPbvq wewkó wPÎwkíx nv‡kg Lvb Qwe AuvKv m¤ú‡K© GKwU cÖv_wgK aviYv w`‡Z †P‡q‡Qb| Qwe AuvKvi †ÿ‡Î 
wZwb bvbv i‡Oi cwiPqI Zz‡j a‡i‡Qb GLv‡b| ZvQvov evsjvi FZz‰ewPÎ¨ Ges G‡`‡ki wPÎwk‡í Zvi cÖfv‡ei w`KwUI 
dz‡U D‡V‡Q iPbvq| 
DÏxc‡K wisKz MÖv‡gi ¯‹z‡ji wkÿv_©x‡`i ˆZwi cyZzj I AuvKv Qwe †`‡L gy» nq| ‡mme cyZzj I Qwe D¾¡j i‡Oi 
Dcw¯’wZ‡Z AvKl©Yxq n‡q D‡V‡Q| MÖv‡gi ¯‹z‡ji wkïiv cÖK…wZi †Kv‡j gvbyl n‡q‡Q| ZvB ¯̂vfvweKfv‡eB Zv‡`i 
Qwe¸‡jv wQj cÖK…wZ †Nulv| ÔQwei isÕ cÖe‡ÜI G‡`‡ki wkï‡`i AuvKv  Qwe‡Z I D¾¡j i‡Oi Dcw¯’wZi K_v Av‡Q| 

 

 



** N‡ii KvR: DÏxcKwU c‡o cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi DËi LvZvq wjL‡e| 

kir n‡”Q AvKvk I gvwUi wgjb| GKw`‡K bxjKvk, Av‡iK w`‡K KwP dm‡ji ỳišÍcbv; GKw`‡K †mvbv †iv`, 
Av‡iKw`‡K mey‡Ri KwP gyL; m‡½ AvKvk g„wËKvi †h ü`qv‡eM, Zv Avgv‡`i ü`q‡K bvov w`‡q hvq| 
K) jxj I jvj is †gkv‡j †Kvb is cvIqv hvq? 
L) cÖv_wgK is ej‡Z Kx †evS? e¨vL¨v K‡iv| 
M) DÏxc‡K ÔQwei isÕ cÖe‡Üi †Kvb w`KwU cÖwZdwjZ n‡q‡Q? Zz‡j a‡iv| 
N) G‡`‡ki wkíx‡`i AuvKv Qwe‡Z D³ w`KwUi cÖfve we‡kølY K‡iv| 

 
‡iv‡Kqv mvLvIqvZ †nv‡mb (‡mwjbv †nv‡mb 1947 mv‡j) 

  
1| DwÏcKwU c‡o wb‡Pi cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi DËi `vI : 

Kixdv I bxjv ỳR‡bB gvbe‡mevq wb‡qvwRZ| kixdv Lyu‡R Lyu‡R Amnvq †g‡q‡`i ¯‹z‡j fwZ© Kwi‡q †`b| kZ evav 
G‡jI G wel‡q wZwb Avcm K‡ibwb| Ab¨w`‡K bxjv DËivwaKvi m~‡Î cÖvß A_© w`‡q K‡qKwU †mev cÖwZôvb M‡o 
Zz‡j‡Qb| †mLv‡b bvix cyiæl wbwe©‡k‡l mKj gvbyl‡K †iv‡M, ỳtL I `vwi ª̀̈  †_‡K gyw³ †`Iqvi Rb¨ KvR K‡ib| 
K) ‡eMg †iv‡Kqv Kvi Aby‡cÖiYvq mvwnZ¨ iPbvq AvMÖnx n‡q I‡Vb? 
L) ‡eMg †iv‡Kqvi mg‡q bvixi Ae¯’v †Kgb wQ‡jv? eywS‡q †j‡Lv| 
M) kixdvi Kv‡R †eMg †iv‡Kqvi †Kvb w`KwU dz‡U D‡V‡Q? e¨vL¨v K‡iv| 
N) gvbe‡mevi †ÿ‡Î bxjv I †eMg †iv‡Kqvi f~wgKvi Zzjbvg~jK Av‡jvPbv K‡iv| 

DËi: K. ‡eMg †iv‡Kqv Zuvi †evb Kwigy‡bœmvi Aby‡cÖiYvq mvwnZ¨ iPbvq AvMÖnx n‡q I‡Vb| 
L. †eMg †iv‡Kqvi mg‡q bvix‡`i Ae¯’v wQ‡jv †kvPbxq| †iv‡Kqv †h mg‡q Rb¥MÖnY K‡ib, †m mg‡q evOvwj gymjgvb 
mgv‡R bvixiv Lye Ae‡nwjZ wQ‡jv| ZrKvjxb evOvwj gymjgvb mgv‡R c ©̀v-cÖ_v K‡Vvifv‡e gvbv n‡Zv e‡j bvix‡`i 
wkÿvjv‡fi †Kv‡bv my‡hvM wQ‡jv bv| d‡j wkÿv-`xÿv, PvKwimn Ab¨vb¨ w`K †_‡KI Zviv wcwQ‡q wQ‡jv| bvbviKg 
evavi Kvi‡Y bvixiv cÖvq ew›` Rxebhvc‡b eva¨ wQ‡jv| mgv‡R Zv‡`i Ae¯’vb wQj LyeB †kvPbxq| 
M. kixdvi Kv‡Ri ga¨ w`‡q †iv‡Kqv mvLvIqvZ †nv‡m‡bi bvixwkÿvi D‡`¨v‡Mi cÖm½wU dz‡U D‡V‡Q| †mwjbv †nv‡mb 
iwPZ Ô‡iv‡Kqv mvLvIqvZ †nv‡mbÕ cÖe‡Ü †eMg †iv‡Kqvi g~j jÿ¨ wQ‡jv bvix mgv‡Ri gyw³| G Kvi‡YB bvixwkÿvi 
we Í̄v‡ii †ÿ‡Î wZwb bvbv ai‡bi D‡`¨vM MÖnY K‡ib| DÏxc‡K ewY©Z kixdv gvbe‡mevq wb‡ew`ZcÖvY GKRb gvbyl| 
myweavewÂZ I Amnvq bvix‡`i AbymÜvb K‡i Zv‡`i ¯‹z‡j fwZ© Kwi‡q †`b wZwb| G‡ÿ‡Î A‡bK cÖwZeÜKZv _vK‡jI 
wZwb nvi g‡bbwb| Gfv‡eB bvixwkÿvi cÖmv‡i ¸iæZ¡c~Y© f~wgKv †i‡L P‡j‡Qb kixdv| GKBfv‡e Av‡jvP¨ cÖe‡Üi 
†iv‡Kqv mvLvIqvZ †nv‡mbI bvix Kj¨v‡Y wb‡ew`Z †_‡K‡Qb| G j‡ÿ¨ wZwb bvixwkÿvi Rb¨ ¯‹zj cÖwZôv K‡ib| 
GQvovI AbvMÖmi bvix mgvR‡K ¯‹z‡j cvVv‡bvi Rb¨ AwffveK‡`i DØy× Ki‡Z  wbijmfv‡e cwikÖg K‡ib| Gw`K 
†_‡KB †eMg †iv‡Kqvi mv‡_ Zvi mv „̀„k¨ cwijwÿZ nq| 
N. Kv‡Ri †ÿÎ wfbœ n‡jI DÏxc‡Ki bxjv †iv‡Kqv mvLvIqvZ †nv‡m‡bi g‡ZvB gvbe‡mevq ¸iæZ¡c~Y© Ae`vb †i‡L‡Qb| 
Ô‡iv‡Kqv mvLvIqvZ †nv‡mbÕ cÖe‡Ü †mwjbv †nv‡mb †iv‡Kqv mvLvIqvZ †nv‡m‡bi cÖMwZkxj Rxebavivi cwiPq Zz‡j 
a‡i‡Qb| †iv‡Kqv wQ‡jb GKRb gnvb mgvR ms¯‹viK| wZwb Abyaveb Ki‡Z †c‡iwQ‡jb †h, bvix‡`i g‡a¨ wkÿvi 
RvMiY bv NU‡j mgv‡Ri AMÖMwZ m¤¢e bq| ZvB mgv‡Ri mKj †ÿ‡Î bvix‡`i AskMÖnY wbwðZ Kivi j‡ÿ¨ 
bvixwkÿv‡KB me©vwaK ¸iæZ¡ †`b wZwb| DÏxc‡Ki bxjv DËivwaKvi m~‡Î cÖvß A_© Øviv †mevg~jK cÖwZôvb M‡o 
Zz‡j‡Qb| †mLvb †_‡K mKj †kÖwYi gvbyl †mev †c‡q _v‡K| bxjvi GB ‡mevg~jK Kg©Kv‡Ði w`KwU Av‡jvP¨ cÖe‡Üi 
†iv‡Kqv mvLvIqvZ †nv‡m‡bi bvixKj¨vYg~jK Kv‡Ri ga¨ w`‡q cÖwZfvZ nq| Av‡jvP¨ cÖe‡Üi †iv‡Kqv mvLvIqvZ 
†nv‡mb I DÏxc‡Ki bxjvi Kv‡Ri †ÿÎ Avjv`v| bxjvi cÖwZwôZ cÖwZôvb †_‡K †mev wb‡q gvbyl †ivM, ỳtL, `vwi ª̀̈  
gyw³i w`kv Luy‡R cvq| Ab¨w`‡K †iv‡Kqv mvLvIqvZ †nv‡m‡bi jÿ¨ wQj mgv‡R bvixi AwaKvi cÖwZôv| Zvi msMVb I 



mvwnZ¨PP©vi g~‡j i‡q‡Q bvixgyw³i AvKv•ÿv| Gw`K †_‡KB DÏxc‡Ki bxjvi mv‡_ Zvi cv_©K¨ m~wPZ nq| wKš‘ ỳ&R‡bB 
mgv‡Ri AMÖMwZi j‡ÿ¨ AmvaviY Ae`vb †i‡L‡Qb| 

 
*** wb‡R wb‡R N‡i †Póv Ki‡e| 
cvcwo GKRb AemicÖvß cwievi cwiKíbvKg©x| wkÿv I PvKwi bvixi Rb¨ †h KZ KwVb wQ‡jv, Zv †m PvKwi MÖnY Kivi 
mgq Abyaveb K‡i‡Q| †m mgv‡jvwPZ n‡q‡Q wKš‘ Ae`wgZ nqwb| Zvi „̀pZv AbyKiY K‡i A‡bK bvixB Av‡jvi gyL 
†`‡L‡Q| mgq I mgvR‡K Rq Ki‡Z †c‡i cvcwo n‡q D‡V‡Q nvRv‡iv bvixi Av`k©| 
K. †eMg †iv‡Kqvi cÖKvwkZ eB‡qi msL¨v KZ? 
L. mgv‡Ri DbœwZi Rb¨ bvix‡`i DbœwZ †Kb cÖ‡qvRb? 
M. cvcwo mv‡_ †eMg †iv‡Kqvi Kx mv „̀k¨ i‡q‡Q Ñ Zv e¨vL¨v K‡iv| 
N. mgq I mgvR‡K Rq Ki‡Z †c‡i cvcwo n‡q D‡V‡Q nvRv‡iv bvixi Av`k© Ñ DÏxc‡Ki G Dw³i m_v_©Zv †eMg 
†iv‡Kqvi Rxeb †_‡K we‡kølY K‡iv| 
 

mevi Avwg QvÎ (mywbg©j emy 1902 mv‡j - g„Zz¨ 1957 mv‡j) 
 
 

1| DÏxcKwU c‡o wb‡Pi cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi DËi `vI: 
DÏxcK 1g Ask: g°vi c‡_-cÖvšÍ‡i †cŠËwj‡Ki cȪ ÍiNv‡q gnvbwe AvnZ nBqv‡Qb, e¨½-we ª̀ƒ‡c evievi DcnvwmZ 
nBqv‡Qb; wKš‘ Zvnvi AšÍi †fw`qv GKwU gvÎ cÖv_©bvi evYx RvwM‡q‡Q; Ñ ÔG‡`i Ávb †`I cÖfz, G‡`i ÿgv K‡iv|Õ 
DÏxcK 2q Ask: gnvbwe nhiZ gynv¤§` (mv.) mevi Av`k© I AbyKiYxqI ev‡U| m`v nv‡m¨v¾¡j I wgófvlx gnvbwe 
mevi Kv‡Q ÔgvwUi gvbylÕ| Zuvi mvwbœ‡a¨ mevB †hgb Kv‡R MwZ †cZ, †Zgwb mevB Zuvi KvQ †_‡K wk‡LwQj my›`i my›`i 
wPšÍv Ki‡Z| Avi cÖ‡qvR‡b KwVb n‡ZI wZwb wcQcv n‡Zb bv| 
K) †KvbwU Avgv‡`i‡K Ôw`j-‡LvjvÕ nIqvi wkÿv †`q? 
L) Ômevi Avwg QvÎÕ ej‡Z Kwe Kx eywS‡q‡Qb? 
M) DÏxc‡Ki 1g As‡k Ômevi Avwg QvÎÕ KweZvi †Kvb As‡ki cwiPq n‡q‡Q - e¨vL¨v K‡iv| 
N) gnvbwe nhiZ gynv¤§` (m.) Gi Rxebv`k© †hb gvby‡li Rb¨ Ôwek^‡Rvov cvVkvjvÕi g‡ZvB - DÏxcK I KweZvi 
Av‡jv‡K we‡kølY K‡iv| 

DËi: K) †Lvjv gvV Avgv‡`i Ôw`j-‡LvjvÕ nIqvi wkÿv †`q| 
L) Ômevi Avwg QvÎÕ ej‡Z Kwe c„w_exi mKj e ‘̄ ev e¨w³i KvQ †_‡K wkÿvMÖn‡Yi welqwU‡K eywS‡q‡Qb| c„w_exi 
cÖwZwU e&̄ ‘ Ges cÖ‡Z¨K gvby‡li KvQ †_‡K Avgv‡`i A‡bK wKQy †kLvi Av‡Q| c„w_exi cÖwZwU e¯‘B wfbœ wfbœ iƒ‡c 
cÖK…wZ‡Z wµqvkxj i‡q‡Q| †mLvb †_‡KI Avgiv BwZevPK A‡bK wKQz wkL‡Z cvwi| Kwe c„w_exi bvbv Dc`vb †_‡K 
wkÿv wb‡q‡Qb| cÖ‡kœv³ Dw³wU Øviv Kwe GwUB eywS‡q‡Qb|  
M) DÏxc‡Ki 1g As‡k Ômevi Avwg QvÎÕ KweZvi Z…Zxq Í̄e‡K ewY©Z fv‡ei cwiPq we`¨gvb| Ômevi Avwg QvÎÕ KweZvi 
Z…Zxq Í̄e‡K Kwe gvwU I cvlv‡Yi KvQ †_‡K wkÿv †bIqvi K_v e‡j‡Qb| gvwUi KvQ †_‡K wZwb mwnòz nIqvi wkÿv 
cvb| Avi cvlvY Zuv‡K †kLvq Avcb Kv‡R „̀p n‡Z| DÏxc‡vKi 1g As‡k gnvbwe (m.) Gi mwnòzZv I Avcb j‡ÿ¨ 
AUj _vKvi welqwU cÖKvk †c‡q‡Q| g°vq c‡_-cÖvšÍ‡i kÎæ‡`i wbh©vZ‡bi gy‡LI wZwb m‡Z¨i c_ ‡_‡K wePz¨Z nbwb| 
Avcb KvR m¤úv`‡b wZwb wQ‡jb K‡Vvi| kÎæ‡`i Ggb AgvbweK AvPi‡YI wZwb ‰ah© nvivbwb| Zv‡`i AwfkvcI 
†`bwb eis Zv‡`i gyw³i Rb¨ cÖv_©bv K‡i‡Qb| DÏxc‡K cÖKvwkZ G ỳwU gnr ¸‡bi cwiPq Ômevi Avwg QvÎÕ KweZvi 
Z„Zxq Í̄e‡K D‡jøL i‡q‡Q| 
N) gnvbwe (m.) Gi Rxeb gvby‡li Rb¨ AbyKiYxq| Ômevi Avwg QvÎÕ KweZvq cÖK…wZi mKj Dc`vb †_‡K wkÿv MÖn‡Yi 
w`KwU cÖKvwkZ n‡q‡Q| c„w_exi cÖwZwU e¨w³ I e¯‘B bvbv Áv‡bi aviK| Kwe Rxebe¨cx Zuvi ms¯ú‡k© Avmv mKj e¨w³ 
I e¯‘i KvQ †_‡K Ávb Avni‡Y AvMÖnx| G Kvi‡YB wZwb e‡j‡Qb Ôwek^‡Rvov cvVkvjv †gvi mevi Avwg QvÎ|Õ 
DÏxc‡Ki Dfq As‡k gnvbwe (m.) Gi Rxebv`‡k©i cwiPq dz‡U D‡V‡Q| wZwb wQ‡jb DbœZ Pwi‡Îi AwaKvix| Zvi 
Pwi‡Î mKj gvbexq ¸Yvewji mgv‡ek N‡UwQj| G Kvi‡YB hy‡M hy‡M wZwb mK‡ji Kv‡Q AbyKiYxq n‡q i‡q‡Qb| 



Rxebavi‡Yi Rb¨ gvbyl G‡K A‡b¨i Ici wbf©ikxj| gvby‡li m‡½ †gjv‡gkvi gva¨‡gB Avgv‡`i RxebgyLx wkÿv I 
AwfÁZv c~Y© nq| Z‡e Avgv‡`i gv‡S Ggb wKQz gnrcÖvY gvbyl Av‡Qb, PvwiwÎK ¸‡Y Zuviv mK‡ji Av`k© wn‡m‡e MY¨ 
nb| nhiZ gynv¤§` (m.) †ZgbB GKRb gnvgvbe| Ômevi Avwg QvÎÕ KweZvi Kwe †h Ôwek̂-‡Rvov cvVkvjvÕi K_v 
e‡j‡Qb, gnvbwe (m.) wb‡RB †Zgb GK e¨w³Z¡| Zuvi Rxebv`k©‡K AbymiY Ki‡j AvgivI mv_©K Rxeb jvf Ki‡Z 
cvie| †mw`K †_‡K Av‡jvP¨ gšÍe¨wU h_vh_| 
 

*** N‡ii KvR: DÏxcKwU c‡o cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi DËi LvZvq wjL‡e| 
jvB‡eªwi Ggb GK ¯’vb, †hLv‡b e‡m gvbyl me iKg wel‡q Ávb AR©b K‡i| GLv‡b cÖK…wZ, weÁvb, mvwnZ¨ mKj wel‡q 
wewfbœ ai‡bi eB cvIqv hvq| gvbyl Gme eB c‡o ARvbv‡K Rvb‡Z cv‡i, wb‡Ri Rxeb M‡o Zzj‡Z cv‡i| 
K) †KvbwU Avgv‡`i Ôw`j-‡LvjvÕ nIqvi wkÿv †`q? 
L) Ômevi Avwg QvÎÕ ej‡Z Kwe Kx eywS‡q‡Qb? 
M) DÏxc‡Ki jvB‡eªwi Ômevi Avwg QvÎÕ KweZvq Kx‡mi mv‡_ Zzjbxq? 
N) Ômevi Avwg QvÎÕ KweZvq Kwei wek^-‡Rvov cvVkvjv gšÍe¨wUi g~j¨vqb K‡iv| 

 
kÖve‡Y (myKzgvi ivq 1887 mv‡j - 1923 mv‡j) 

 
1| DÏxcKwU c‡o wb‡Pi cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi DËi `vI: 

DÏxcK (1) AvwRKvi †iv` Nygv‡q cwo‡Q - †Nvjv‡U †g‡Ni Av‡o,  
‡Kqv eb c‡_ ¯̂cb eywb‡Q - Qj Qj Rjav‡i| 
Kvnvi wSqvix K`¤̂ kv‡L - wbSSzg wbivjvq, 
‡QvU †QvU †iYy, Lywjqv w`qv‡Q - AùzU KwjKvq| 
DÏxcK (2) †KDev iwOb Kuv_vq †gwjqv ey‡Ki ¯̂cbLvwb, 
Zv‡i fvlv †`q `xNj m~Zvi gvqvex AvLi Uvwb| 
K) cÖvY‡Lvjv el©vq †K œ̄vb K‡i? 
L) ÔDb¥v` kÖveYÕ ej‡Z Kx †evSv‡bv n‡q‡Q? 
M) cÖ_g DÏxc‡K ÔkÖve‡YÕ KweZvq ewY©Z el©vi †Kvb w`KwU wPwÎZ n‡q‡Q? eY©bv K‡iv| 
N) wØZxq DÏxcKwU ÔkÖve‡YÕ KweZvi †kl Pi‡Y cÖwZdwjZ n‡q‡Q wK? - hyw³mn wePvi K‡iv| 

DËi: K) cÖvY‡Lvjv el©vq MvQcvjv œ̄vb K‡i| 
L) ÔDb¥v` kÖveYÕ ej‡Z kÖveY gv‡m e„wói Db¥v`bv‡K †evSv‡bv n‡q‡Q| Avlvp I kÖveY - GB ỳB gvm wb‡q el©vKvj| 
kÖveY G‡j e„wói cÖvej¨ e„w× cvq| mvivw`b A‡Svi avivq e„wó co‡Z _v‡K| AwZe„wói Db¥v`bvq gyLi n‡q I‡V c„w_ex| 
ZvB Kwe kÖveY‡K ÔDb¥v` kÖveYÕ wn‡m‡e AwfwnZ K‡i‡Qb| 
M) cÖ_g DÏxc‡K ÔkÖve‡YÕ KweZvq ewY©Z el©YgyLi cÖvK…wZK †mŠ›`‡h©i w`KwU dz‡U D‡V‡Q| MÖx‡®§i cÖPÐ `ve`v‡n `» 
c„w_ex‡Z el©v Av‡m bZzb iƒc wb‡q| myKzgvi ivq iwPZ ÔkÖve‡YÕ KweZvq evsjvi cÖK…wZ‡Z el©vi AvMg‡bi cÖfve ¯úó 
n‡h D‡V‡Q| MÖx‡®§i `ve`v‡n cÖK…wZ kÖxnxb n‡q c‡o| Aweivg el©vq œ̄vb K‡i Avevi Zv mRxe I cÖvYešÍ n‡q I‡V| 
MÖx‡®§i †iv‡`i wPý ay‡q-gy‡Q cÖK…wZ G mgq †hb bZzb iƒc aviY K‡i| DÏxc‡Ki cÖ_g As‡k el©YgyLi cÖK…wZi K_v 
Zz‡j aiv n‡q‡Q| Nb †g‡Ni Avov‡j nvwi‡q †M‡Q †iv`| cÎcjøe Avi bvbviKg dz‡ji m¤¢v‡i †kvwfZ n‡q D‡V‡Q 
MvQcvjv| ÔkÖve‡YÕ KweZvqI el©v cÖK…wZi GB g‡bvgy»Ki wPÎ dz‡U D‡V‡Q| 
N) wØZxq DÏxcwUi g~jfve ÔkÖve‡YÕ KweZvq †kl Pi‡Y cÖwZdwjZ n‡q‡Q| el©v GKw`‡K †hgb e„wói Db¥v`bv wb‡q 
Dcw ’̄Z nq Ab¨w`‡K †Zgwb gvby‡li gb‡KI Zxeªfv‡e bvov w`‡q hvq| G mgq gvby‡li NygšÍ ms‡e`bkxj gb †R‡M 
I‡V| wØZxq DÏxc‡K el©vKv‡j MÖv‡gi bvix‡`i m„wókxj Kg©Kv‡Ûi wPÎ jÿ Kiv hvq| el©YgyLi w`‡b bvixiv bKwkKuv_v 
†ev‡b| bKwkKuv_vi cÖwZwU eyb‡b Zviv Zv‡`i g‡bi Ae¨³ K_v¸‡jv dzwU‡q †Zv‡j| ey‡Ki †fZi hZ ¯̂cœ Av‡Q me †hb 
fvlviƒc †c‡q †M‡M I‡V gvqvex my‡Zvi Muv_ywb‡Z| ÔkÖve‡YÕ KweZvq Avgiv †`wL, aiYxi Avkv-fq, myL- ỳtL †R‡M I‡V 
Aweivg eilvq| gvby‡li AšÍwb©wnZ myL- ỳtL‡K †hb Dm‡K †`q el©vi evwiaviv| ZvB ejv hvq, wØZxq DÏxcKwU ÔkÖve‡YÕ 



KweZvi †kl Pi‡Y cÖwZdwjZ n‡q‡Q| el©vq gvby‡li g‡bvRM‡Zi  Db¥xjb DÏxc‡Ki I ÔkÖve‡YÕ KweZvi †kl Pi‡Yi 
g~j cªwZcv`¨| 

 
*** N‡ii KvR: DÏxcKwU c‡o cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi DËi LvZvq wjL‡e| 

el©vKvj Awg‡Zi Lye wcÖq| Pviw`‡K hLb A‡Svi avivq e„wó ïiæ nq ZLb †m Rvbvjvq e‡m e„wói Aweivg S‡o cov 
†`‡L| Avb‡›` Zvi gbcÖvY ZLb †b‡P I‡V| 
K) ÔkÖve‡YÕ KweZvq gyL XvKv Kvi? 
L) Ô‡auvqvgvLv PvwiaviÕ ej‡Z Kx †evSv‡bv n‡q‡Q? 
M) DÏxc‡K ÔkÖve‡YÕ KweZvi †Kvb w`KwU cÖwZdwjZ n‡q‡Q? Av‡jvPbv K‡iv| 
N) Ôe„wó gvby‡li Kv‡Q Adzivb Avb‡›`i Drm n‡q I‡VÕ - DÏxcK I ÔkÖve‡YÕ KweZvi Av‡jv‡K †Zvgvi gZvgZ `vI| 
 

Miwebx gv-Rbbx (wmKvb`vi Avey Rvdi 1919 mv‡j - 1975 mv‡j) 
 

1| DÏxcKwU c‡o wb‡Pi cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi DËi `vI: 
gv w`e‡m iZœMf©v ¯̂xK…Z gv‡q‡`i cyi¯‹vi weZiYx Abyôv‡b mv‡n`v †eM‡gi e‡ov †Q‡j mvwR` Abyf~wZ e¨³ Ki‡Z wM‡q 
e‡jb- Avgv‡`i gv c„w_exi †kÖô gv| Avgiv wcVvwcwV cuvP fvB‡evb hLb Lye †Qv‡Uv, ZLbB evev‡K nivjvg| gv‡K 
KL‡bv †f‡O co‡Z †`wLwb| ỳtL- ỳwi ª̀̈ -Afve Avgv‡`i wbZ¨m½x wQj| gv memgq Avgv‡`i‡K Lywk †i‡L, cov‡kvbv 
wkwL‡q gvbyl wn‡m‡e M‡o Zy‡j‡Qb| †Zvgv‡K kZ mvjvg ÔgvÕ| †Zvgvi gy‡Li nvwmi Rb¨ Avgiv †h‡Kv‡bv Z¨vM ¯̂xKvi 
Ki‡Z cȪ ‘Z| 
K) mÜ¨v- ỳcyi gvi cv‡q Kx ev‡R? 
L) Ôi‡³-‡avIqv m‡ivwRbxÕÑ ej‡Z Kx †evSv‡bv n‡q‡Q? 
M) mvwR‡`i gva¨‡g ÔMiwebx gv-RbbxÕ KweZvi †Kvb we‡kl w`KwU dzwU‡q †Zvjv n‡q‡Q? e¨vL¨v K‡iv| 
N) Ô‡cÖÿvcU wfbœ n‡jI DÏxcK I ÔMiwebx gv-RbbxÕ KweZvi e³e¨ GKB avivq cÖevwnZÕ Ñ we‡kølY K‡iv| 

DËi: K) mÜ¨v- ỳcyyi gvi cv‡q ay‡jvi b~cyi ev‡R| 
L) Ôi‡³-‡avIqv m‡ivwRbxÕ ej‡Z AvZ¥Z¨v‡Mi ¯§„wZweRwoZ †`kgvZ…Kv‡K Bw½Z Kiv n‡q‡Q| ÔMiwebx gv-RbbxÕ 
KweZvi Kwe †`kgvZ…Kv evsjv‡K Zyjbv K‡i‡Qb †Kvgj c‡Ùi mv‡_| †`kgvZ…Kvi gh©v`v iÿvi Rb¨ G‡`‡ki mšÍv‡biv 
A‡bK msMÖvg K‡i‡Q, ey‡Ki ZvRv i³ †X‡j w`‡q‡Q| G Kvi‡YB Kwe †`kgvZv‡K Ôi‡³-‡avIqv m‡ivwRbxÕ wnmv‡e 
AvL¨vwqZ K‡i‡Qb| 
M) DÏxc‡K ewY©Z mvwR‡`i gva¨‡g ÔMiwebx gv-RbbxÕ KweZvq DwjøwLZ †`kgvZ…Kvi gyw³i j‡ÿ¨ †h‡Kv‡bv ai‡bi Z¨vM 
¯̂xKv‡ii A½xKvi Kivi w`KwU cÖwZdwjZ n‡q‡Q| wmKvb`vi Avey Rvdi iwPZ ÔMiweYx gv-RbbxÕ KweZvq me©ve ’̄vq 
evsjv gv‡K iÿvi „̀pcÖwZÁvi K_v D‡V G‡m‡Q| GB gv‡qi gh©v`v iÿvi Rb¨ Zuvi mšÍv‡biv A‡bK Kó ¯̂xKvi K‡i| 
ZeyI †Kv‡bv Ab¨vq-AwePvi‡K Zviv †g‡b wb‡Z cȪ ‘Z bq| †`kgvZ…Kvi Rb¨ cÖ‡qvR‡b ey‡Ki ZvRv i³ DrmM© Ki‡ZI 
Zv‡`i wØav †bB|  
DÏxc‡K ewY©Z mvwR` Zvi gv‡K A‡bK fv‡jvev‡m| gv‡qi gy‡Li nvwmi Rb¨ †m †h‡Kv‡bv ai‡Yi Z¨vM ¯̂xKvi Ki‡Z 
cȪ ‘Z| Ggb gvZzfw³i cÖKvk ÔMiwebx gv-RbbxÕ KweZvqI jÿ Kiv hvq| mvwR‡`i e³‡e¨ KweZvi G we‡kl w`KwUB 
dz‡U D‡V‡Q| 
N) †cÖÿvcU wfbœ n‡jI DÏxcK I ÔMiwebx gv-RbbxÕ KweZv Dfq‡ÿ‡ÎB gv‡qi gwngv I Zvi cÖwZ mšÍv‡bi Mfxi kÖ×v 
I fw³ cÖKvk †c‡q‡Q| wmKvb`vi Avey Rvdi iwPZ ÔMiwebx gv-RbbxÕ KweZvq †`kgvZ…Kvi e›`bv cÖKvwkZ n‡q‡Q| 
gvZ…fzwg ggZv w`‡q Zvi mšÍvb‡`i ey‡K AvM‡j iv‡Lb| †`kgvZ…Kvi gh©̀ v iÿvq ZvB Zvi mšÍv‡bivI _v‡K AwePj| 
DÏxc‡K ewY©Z RvwR` Zuvi gv‡qi Amvgvb¨ Z¨v‡Mi K_v Zy‡j a‡i‡Qb| kZ cÖwZK~jZvi gv‡SI Zuvi iZœMf©v gv 
mšÍvb‡`i gvbyl K‡i‡Qb| mvwR` ZvB gv‡qi cÖwZ mkÖ× K…ZÁZv Rvwb‡q‡Qb| †mB m‡½ A½xKvi K‡i‡Qb - gv‡qi gy‡Li 
nvwm †dvUv‡Z wZwb †h‡Kv‡bv ai‡bi Z¨vM ¯̂xKvi Ki‡Z cȪ ‘Z _vK‡eb| 



ÔMiwebx gv-RbbxÕ KweZvq †`k‡K gv‡qi mv‡_ Zzjbv Kiv n‡q‡Q| gv-B cÖwZex‡Z Avgv‡`i me‡P‡q AvcbRb| gv‡qi 
g‡Zv †`kI Av‡jv evZvm w`‡q Avgv‡`i euvwP‡q iv‡L| ZvB gv‡K Avgiv †hgb fv‡jvevwm †`‡ki R‡b¨I Avgv‡`i †Zgb 
fv‡jvevmvB Ávcb Ki‡Z n‡e| gv‡qi Rb¨ Avgiv †h‡Kv‡bv ai‡bi Z¨vM ¯̂xKvi Ki‡Z cȪ ‘Z _vKe| †`‡ki gh©v`v 
iÿvi Rb¨ wbwR‡`i wewj‡q w`‡Z _vKe| DÏxc‡K gv‡qi K_v ejv n‡q‡Q, Avi Av‡jvP¨ KweZvq †`kgvZ…Kvi K_v| 
Z‡e Dfq‡ÿ‡ÎB gv‡qi Rb¨ GKB Abyf~wZi ewntcÖKvk N‡U‡Q| mvwe©K we‡ePbvq ZvB ejv hvq, Av‡jvP¨ Dw³wU h_v_©| 

 
*** N‡ii KvR: DÏxcKwU c‡o cÖkœ̧ ‡jvi DËi LvZvq wjL‡e| 

I Avgvi †`‡ki gvwU, †Zvgvi c‡i †VKvB gv_v| 
‡Zvgv‡Z wek̂gqxi, †Zvgv‡Z wekĝv‡qi AuvPj cvZv| 
Zzwg wg‡kQ †gvi †`‡ni m‡b,  
Zzwg wg‡j‡Q †gvi cÖv‡Y g‡b, 
‡Zvgvi IB k¨vgj eiY †Kvgj g~wZ© g‡g© Mv_v| 
K) ÔMiwebx gv-RbbxÕ KweZvq cvMj †Q‡j Kviv? 
L) Kwe Kv‡K Miwebx e‡j‡Qb? †Kb e‡j‡Qb e¨vL¨v K‡iv| 
M) DÏxc‡Ki g‡Zv ÔMiwebx gv-RbbxÕ KweZvq †K Me©‡eva K‡i‡Qb Ges †Kb K‡i‡Qb? e¨vL¨v K‡iv| 
N) DÏxcKwUi mv_©KZv ÔMiwebx gv-RbbxÕ KweZvi Av‡jv‡K we‡kølY K‡iv| 
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Chapter-Seven -The Use of Energy 

 

Practice part: MCQ 

 

1. Which one is the source of non-renewable energy? 

a. Air           b. Flow of water  c. Solar energy          d. Coal 

2. Sometimes Atish studies using a charger fan with light. In this regard he uses--- 

i) Light energy  ii) Electrical energy  iii Chemical energy 

Which one is correct from the following? 

a. i and ii   b. ii and iii   c. i and iii   d. I, ii and iii 

Answer the question no. 3 and 4 according to the following stem: 

A gymnast lifts the weight of 200 kg and keeps it down. Then after taking some rest he/she is having 

food with listening music. 

3. Which is the correct energy transformation serial from weight lifting to keeping down? 

a. Chemical energy               Mechanical energy         Static energy          Mechanical energy 

b. Mechanical energy             Static energy              Mechanical energy           Sound energy 

c. Static energy               Mechanical energy           Sound energy             Thermal energy 

d. Mechanical energy         Static energy                Mechanical energy         Static energy 

4. Which two of  the energy are related to having food and listening music of the weight lifter? 

a. Heat and Sound   b. Heat and Electricity c. Chemical and sound        d. Static and heat 

      5. An object is displaced by 5 meters when 10 newton of force is applied; what is the amount of work? 

a. 0 Joule   b. 15 Joule  c. 20 Joule         d. 50 Joule 

6. What equals to the product of force and distance covered due to force? 

a. Power   b. Work  c. Acceleration d. Deceleration 

      7. In which instance of the following work is being done? 

 a. Someone is studying  c. Someone is watching a game 

 b. Someone is standing  d. Someone is riding a bicycle 

      8. Which one is work according to the language of science? 

a. Reading book  b. Playing  c. Standing d. Listening to music 

      9. Which one is related to the concept of work? 

a. Change of position   c. Creation of object 

b. Stability of project   d. Destroying object 

 

Creative Essay Type Questions 

Ques-1.  

There is no electricity till now in Samiha’s village named Bijoynagar.  That is way many of the villagers use 

solar electricity. She went to Kaptai with her uncle during last Eid vacation and found that electricity was being 

produced from water also. 

a. What is the main source of energy? 

b. Why is natural gas non-renewable energy? Explain. 

c. Explain the way of producing electricity form water seen by Samiha at Kaptai.. 

d. Discuss the suitability of the energy as mentioned in the stem used in Samiha’s village. 

 

Answer to the question no.1 

a. Sun is the main source of energy. 

b. Non-renewable energy means, if we use this kind of energy from a source, we cannot produce any more 

    energy out of that. Natural gas is a natural resource, which cannot produce energy more than once. Natural  

    gas is used as fuel within a short time after it is produced and its renewal is impossible. 



c.  At Kaptai, electricity is produced by using potential energy of water. In this method, water of a lofty large 

    lake is stopped by a barrier. There are gates at the lower part of the barrier, which controls the water flow. 

    When gates are open, the water flows forcefully down from the lake through a channel. There is turbine with  

    a lot of fans at the lower part of the barrier. When water comes down the fans hit it and move the turbine. In  

    this way, electricity is produced by using potential energy of water and the circular movement of generator,  

    which is attached to the turbine. 

d. Many villagers of Samiha’s village use solar energy to produce electricity. There are some merits and   

    limitations of using this energy. 

 

    Merits: It is— 

    i. Renewable and can be used again and again. 

    ii.Long lasting and does not pollute environment. 

    iii. Used to keep the house warm in cold countries. 

    iv. Used for drying grains, vegetable and cloths. 

    v. Used for tanning fish, meat and hide. 

    vi. Used for producing electricity through solar cells. 

    Limitations: 

    i. Solar cells produce small amount of energy. 

    ii. The sunlight is not available always and we cannot get renewable energy out of it, all the time. For  

        instance, during the night and a rainy day we do not get the sunlight. 

    iii. Producing energy from sun is expensive. 

Ques-2.  Now days Mr. Mumin is producing one kind of gas from the excrement of animal firms. He can sell  

    extra gas after fulfilling the demand of his own firm.            

a. What is power? 

b. Describe the necessity of energy transformation. 

c. Explain the nature of the source of energy of the gas produced by stimulator. 

d. Analyze the importance of activities of Mr. Mumin regarding energy conservation. 

Answer to the question no.2 

a. When someone does any work as quickly as possible, it is called his/ her power. That means if we  

    multiply total by total time we get power. 

b. We get from natural sources and it is present in different forms. In our everyday life, we need different  

    forms of energy such as- light, chemical, thermal, sound, mechanical and air energy. We need to use them 

    through their conversions. For instance, when we throw a ball up we put some kinetic energy in it, which 

    converts into static energy after it reaches a height. Then it comes to our hand with its static energy. 

c. The gas produced in the stem in Mr. Mumin’s farm is mainly a biogas. Biogas is a kind of energy source,  

    which can be used again and again. He can sell extra gas after fulfilling his own demand. The biggest  

    advantage of biogas is that, it is and environment-friendly gas and can be used as a clean fuel, which does  

    not pollute the environment. It also helps us to get high quality of organic fertilizer. As long as the herd of  

    cattle is available in villages, we can easily procure their excreta and run a biogas pant. It is a renewable 

    source of energy as there is no possibility of exhaustion. Therefore, it is possible to produce biogas any  

    time and round the year, provided the raw material is available. 

d. The gas produced by Mr. Mumin is a biogas, a source of renewable energy from his source in a renewable 

    way. Production of biogas does not hamper any other natural source like- natural gas electricity, fuel wood,  

    hey etc., which are used by other people. At the same time, our forest resources are preserved, which is a very 

    important source of our oxygen supplement. Use of biogas keeps the environment clean with no 

    accumulation of ��� or any other pollutant in the air, water or soil. Moreover, soil fertility is increased by 

    adding natural fertilizer out of the biogas plant. So, Mr. Mumin can fulfill his own demand from his biogas 

    and at the same time can earn money by selling extra gas to his neighbors. They can cook, use light and fan 

    with the gas. This saves their expenses for electricity, fuel wood or natural gas. On the other hand it is saving  

    our country’s natural resources. As and an agricultural country and livestock farms. Therefore, the activity or  

    Mr. Mumin is very much energy conserving and at the same time economically beneficial. 

 



Chapter- Eight - About Sound 

 

Practice part: MCQ 

 

1. Which medium circulates the highest velocity of sounds? 

a. Vacuum medium  b. Solid medium c. Gaseous medium          d. Liquid medium 

Read the passage given below attentively and answer question no. 2 and 3. 

The explosions of the surface of the moon and shooting a gun on the surface of the earth, in both cases 

the flashes of light are seen. 

2. To hear the sound of explosion on the surface of the moon from the earth--- 

i) the distance of moon will be less   

ii) The medium must be in between the earth and the moon   

iii) The limit and the audibility will be 20 to 20000 Hz 

Which one is correct 

a. i  b. ii  c. iii   d. ii and iii 

3. Which one will be observed last if both the incidents take place at a time? 

a. The sound of gun fire   c. The sound of explosion 

b. The light produced by gun fire  d. The light of explosion 

4. Which instrument produces sound with the help of its inside vibration? 

a. Sitar   b. Monochord instrument  . Guitar          d. Flute 

5. Which one is euphonious sound? 

a. Steel hacking  b. Car horn  c. Dog bark          d. Musical instrument 

6. Which one is tuneful and pleasing to ear? 

a. Dog barking   b. Vehicle horn c. Sound from loud speaker          d. Pleasing sound 

7. Sound from flute and harmonium are---? 

a. Pleasing sound  b. Annoying sound c. Fussy sound          d. Explosion sound 

8. Which one is  and annoying sound? 

a. Flute sound   b. Car horn  c. Harmonium sound          d. Tuneful sound 

9. Which of the following sound is disturbing? 

a. Sound of flute  b. Sound of vehicles       c. Sound of harmonium d. Pleasing music 

 

Creative Essay Type Questions: 

Ques-1.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

The velocity of sound is 330m/ sec (air). The velocity of sound in sea water is 1500m/ sec. The man standing on 

the sea shore and the diver are 3300 meters away from the place of the bomb explosion. 

a. What is sound? 

b. Why do you hear the sound of railway movement from a distance, if you put the ear on the rail? 

c. After how much time will the man standing on the shore hear the sound from the place of the 

    bomb explosion? 

d. Will the diver hear the sound of the explosion of the bomb at the same time as well? Give reason 

    in favour of your answer. 

 

Answer to the question no.1 

 

a. The energy, which enters in our ears and helps us to hear, is called sound. 

 

                                                       



b. We know that, velocity of sound is 330m/ sec. But sound can travel faster through a solid medium. A 

rail is a solid medium and is made of iron. That is why the sound of a train can be heard from a distant 

place through the rail. So, when we put our ear on it, we hear and understand whether the train is far or 

near. 

c. Here, the velocity of sound in air is 330m/sec. and the main sating on the sea shore hears the sound of 

the bomb explosion after 6 minutes. 

We know, In 1 second sound can pass 330 metre So, in 6 second sound can pass = 6× 330 = 1980 

metre Since the man hears the sound after 6 minutes of the bomb blast, the distance between him and the 

point of explosion is 1980 metre. 

d. Distance between diver & the standing person by the shore and the place of explosion is d = 3300m 

Velocity of sound through the air, ������/� 
Velocity of sound through the sea water, �������/� 

Now, 

From (c) we get that the standing person’s required time for listening the explosion, ����� 

We have to find out, 

Diver’s required time for listening the explosion, ��? 

The diver will need less time than the standing person because velocity of sound is higher through sea 

water. 

So, �
�

�

��

= �����

�����/�
 

So, �����

 

First the diver hears the explosion and then the standing person hears it. 

Ques-2.   

The sound of school bell was not heard for a long from Tapan’s house. Recently, the shape of the bell has been 

changed keeping the weight as before. As a result now he can hear the sound of the school bell from his house. 

a. What is pleasing audible sound? 

b. What change will come to the flute if 5the length of the tube of the flute is lesser? 

c. Describe the techniques of reaching sound to Tapan’s ear from the school bell. 

d.  What kind of change has been made to the bell for which Tapan can hear the sound from his 

house? Explain this with appropriate causes. 

 

Answer to the question no.2 

a. The sound, which is pleasant to hear, is called a pleasant audible sound.  

b. Sound is created by the internal vibration of air of a flute. Air is pushed inside the pipe by blowing. The 

intensity of sound depends on the length of the flute and number of the hole in it. The intensity of sound 

is more in the shorter tube. So, the sound will change according to the shortage of its length. 

c. Sound of school bell reaches to Tapan’s place by the technique of sound circulation. When the bell is 

rang the bell stats vibrating. It vibrates the molecules of air around it. The vibration is gradually 

transferred to next molecule of the air gradually the sound of school bell reaches to Tapan’s house like a 

string of vibration in air. 

d. We know that, sound is produced through the vibration of an object. More is the vibration; more is the 

intensity of sound in the stem, the shape of the bell has been changed by thinking its thickness, without 

altering its weight. As a result intensity of sound has increased and can be heard from a linger distance. 

Earlier, as it was thicker, it vibrated less which produced less intensity of sound. So, now, as the 

intensity has increased, the sound can traverse more distance than before. Therefore, Tapan can hear the 

sound of his school-bell from his house. 

Chapter- Nine - Heat and Temperature 

Practice part: MCQ 

 

1. Which acts as a well absorber of atmosphere? 

a. Nitrogen  b. Water vapour c. Oxygen          d. Dust 



2. Characteristics of temperature is that it--- 

a. It can be felt   c. Is a kind of energy. 

b. Can be measured  d. Resists while force is applied. 

 

Watch out the figure below and answer the question number 3 and 4: 

 
 

3. Thermometer as shown in figure 2: 

i. Freezing point 32°F  ii. Fundamental division 200° F  iii. Melting point 232°F 

Which one of the following is correct? 

a. i b. ii  c. i and ii   d. i, ii and iii 

4. In figure 1 and figure 2 what will happen to liquid with the thermal touch? 

a. The flow of heat will be from 1 to 2 

b. The flow of heat will be from 2 to 1 

c. The flow of heat will be continued 

d. Both temperature will reach to room temperature 

5. What is heat? 

a. A physical state  c. Dimension of heat 

b. One kind of energy d. One type of force 

6. Everything in the universe can be divided into how many parts? 

a. 2   b. 3   c. 4   d. 5 

7. What are those called who have mass, occupies space and resists when force is applied? 

a. Heat   b. Temperature  c. Matter         d. Energy 

8. Which of the following is a property of energy? 

a. has mass  b. occupies space  c. can be felt  d. resists when force is applied 

9. Which one is a property of heat? 

a. can be seen   b. has volume   c. can be touched  d. we can feel heat 

Creative Essay Type Questions: 

Ques-1.   

Sharmin reads in class seven. One evening she feels feverish. The temperature measured in Celsius Scale 

is37��. Sharmin can understand Fahrenheit Scale temperature instead of Centigrade Scale. Being anxious, she 

goes to a doctor to measure the temperature. The doctor measured thermometer and finds no fever. 

a. What is temperature? 

b. Explain the advantage of mercury thermometer? 

c. What was temperature in Fahrenheit scale at Sharmin’s body? 

d. Explain with reason whether Sharmin would go to the doctor if she knew the relation between 

Fahrenheit and Centigrade scale. 

Answer to the question no. 1 

a. Temperature is the thermal condition of anything. It is the measure of how much hot or cold and object 

is. 

b. Mercury is a liquid metal, which can tolerate high temperature. Its volume increases very little over a 

change of temp. And this change can easily be observed through a transparent glass. So, it is used in 

thermometers for measuring temp. With different scales. 

c. Here, Sharmin’s body temperature is C= 37�Celsius. 

We know that transformation equation from Celsius scale to Fahrenheit scale is: 

C/5 =F-32/9, 



Where, F= ����. !" ��#$!%$, '"( F= temps. In Fahrenheit. 

So, the temp. In Fahrenheit scale on Sharmin’s body 

F-32/9=37/5 

Or F-32=37X 9/5=333/5=66.6 

             = 66.6+32= 98.6�Fahrenheit 

So, the temperature in Fahrenheit scale on Sharmin’s body is 98.6�Fahrenheit. 

d. Our normal body temperature is 98.4� Fahrenheit. 

Sharmin’s temp. In Celsius scale was 37�C, which is 98.6�, . It was not that high than our normal body 

temp. Moreover, there is nothing to worry if the body temps. Is below 100�F. if she knew the relation 

between the Celsius and Fahrenheit scales, she could easily understand her temperature in Fahrenheit. 

So, by matching her temperature with that of normal body temperature (98.4�F) She would not go to a 

doctor. 

Ques-2.   

Kajol observes daily activities that happen in his life very carefully. One day he saw that the lid of the cooking 

pot fell down due to heat. On the other hand he noticed some gaps in their door in winter season where he found 

no gap in the summer. Both the incidents made her thoughtful. 

a. Which matter expands most due to heat? 

b. Why is a gap kept between two consecutive rails of a rail line? 

c. Explain the cause of incidents which Kajal observed while cooking was going on. 

d. Analyze the cause of the two behavior of the wooden door which Kajal observed during winter 

and summer season. 

 

Answer to the question no. 2 

a. The gas expands most when it is heated. 

b. The train runs on the two parallel iron rails. There is a gap in between the two successive rails of a 

rail line. The iron rails turn hot when the trains rain on it due to the friction of wheels. As a result, 

the lines increase in length. If there were no gaps left in between the two successive rails, they would 

bend, causing and accident. 

c. The lid of Kajol’s pot dropped down due to water bubbles formed within it. The reason is that water 

forms bubbles as it receives heat from fire through radiation the heat is transferred to the lid from the 

water through convection. The water molecules below receive heat energy from fire, get lighter and 

go up. At the same time, the top water molecules go down to absorb heat. This process continues till 

the total water is equally hot. After some time, the lid receives pressure due to bubbles and water 

vapour formed inside the pot. That’s why it is displaced and dropped down from the pot. 

d. Any matter expands if heat is applied to it, which is one of their characteristics. This expansion is 

different for solid, liquid and gaseous substances. But, when the heat is removed they also shrink 

differently. The wooden door of Kajol is not an exception. As the temperature in winter s low, the 

door shrinks and a gap is seen between the door and its base. But in summer, as the temperature 

rises. The wooden door expands leaving no gap between it and its frame. Moreover, as in the 

summer, it may rain in times. There will be more imbibitions on the wooden door by absorbing 

moisture from the air. But in winter, as the air is moisture –free and dry, the wooden door will shrink 

due to dehydration. 

 

 

 

Chapter- Ten - Phenomena of Electricity and Magnet 

Practice part: MCQ 

 

1. The aim of using regulator in electric fan is to--- 

a. Increase the longevity of the fan             c. Control motion 

b. Decrease sound             d. Decrease cost 



2. Based on the properties of magnets which of the following substances belong to same group? 

a. Nickel, silver, copper   c. cobalt, iron, nickel 

b. Gold, cobalt, silver  d. Iron, mercury, aluminium 

Observe the following figures carefully and answer the questions no. 3 and 4. 

 
3.  The characteristics of figure A is: it is--- 

i. Charge neutral   ii. Positively charged   iii. Imbalance in charge 

Which one of the following is correct? 

a. i  b. ii.   c. iii   d. ii and iii 

4. In case of figure A and B--- 

a. A is negatively charged  c. A and B have attraction 

b. B is positively charged  d. A and B have repulsion 

N.B.: Both b and d are correct 

5. What kind of electricity is produced if a balloon is rubbed with a sweater? 

a. Static electricity  b. Heat electricity  c. Current electricity        d. Water electricity 

6. What kind of  charge proton holds in? 

      a. Positive   b. Negative   c. Neutral  d. Zero  

7. What is the name of the smallest particle? 

a. Element  b. Atom  c. Radical  d. Oxidant  

8. What is present at the center of the atom? 

a. Electron  b. Proton  c. Neutron  d. Nucleus 

     9.  Which one of the following revolves? 

          a. Proton  b. Neutron  c. Electron  d. Proton and neutron 

Creative Essay Type Questions: 

Ques-1.  Samiha has bar magnet. She prepared a magnet by rubbing method and another by electrical method. 

a. What is called magnetic substance? 

b. Explain that the earth is a huge magnet? 

c. Describe the first method of preparing magnet? 

d. “The second type of magnet is strong though temporary”- analyze the quotation. 

Answer to the question no.1 

a. The substance those are attracted by magnet are called magnetic substance. 

b. If a bar magnet is suspended by tying it with a thread at the middle, the magnet always lay pointing north and 

    south. it occurs because of terrestrial magnetism . Two poles of suspended bar magnet indicates two poles of   

    Earth’s magnet. Here the south pole of the bar magnet indicates the North Pole and the north pole of it  

    indicates the south pole of the earth. Therefore, the earth is a huge magnet. 

c. To prepare a magnet by rubbing method, Samiha at first took a bar magnet and a steel bar. She rubbed the 

    steel bar from one to another end with a pole of bar magnet and she did it several time. Samiha put a pin on  

    the steel bar from one to another end with a pole of bar magnet and she did it several times. Samiha put a pin 

    on the steel bar and saw that it attracted the pin. 



 

    Thus, Samiha converted a steel bar into a magnet through rubbing method.  

d. Samiha prepared the second type of magnet by electrical method. In this method, and iron foil is coiled with  

    electrical wire and the two ends of the wire are connected with a battery’s two ends. 

 

   During the flow of electrical current, it is seen that any part of the foil can attract a pin. The foil does not 

   attract a pin if the electric current flow is stopped. So the electro-magnet that Samiha prepared by second   

   method is a temporary magnet. Its magnetic characteristic exists only with the flow of electric current. 

Ques-2.   

 

a. What is called static electricity? 

b. Why metals are conductor of electricity? Explain. 

c.  Explain the function of the figure-1. 

d. There are two types of electricity in the second figure. Analyze it by mentioning the areas.  

Answer to the question no.2 

a. If the produced electric charge by rubbing remains at the place of its origin, it is called static electricity. 

b. Metals are generally conductor of electricity because their electrons can move from one atom to another  

    easily. Generally huge free electrons exist in a metal bar. That’s why; the free electrons of metals produce  

    current electricity by moving from one atom to another easily. So, metals are good conductors of electricity. 

c. The figure number 1 is a photocopy machine. Its functions are: 

    There is mainly a drum and a toner inside it. At First, the drum is changed, which then attracts the powered 

    ink particles of the toner. Thus a photocopy machine can copy a paper of black writings exactly. 

 d. According to the figure number 2. When the key (K) is open in the circuit, is incomplete and then no change  

     flows from the positive end of the battery to the negative and through the circuit. In this situation, charge 

     remains static in the two ends of the battery. So static electricity is produced in battery’s positive and   

     negative ends. 

     On the other hand, if the key (K) is closed, the circuit is completed and then change flows from the positive   

     end of the battery to the negative end through the circuit. In this situation, the presence of current electricity  

     is seen in the circuit. 



 Chapter- Eleven Change in Surrounding and Various Incidents 

Practice part: MCQ 

 

1. Which one of the following is the chemical change? 

a. Melting            c. Photosynthesis 

b. Vaporization d. Filtration 

2. “P” and “Q” are appropriate for--- 

   
i. Animals release P during respiration 

ii. The major respiratory element for animals and plants is “Q” 

iii. The major element of photosynthesis is “P” 

Which one is correct of the following? 

a. i   b. ii c. ii and iii   d. i, ii and iii 

Give the answer to the question no. 3 and 4 according to the following stem: 

Anis is a building contractor. Generally he uses the metamorphic rocks of limestoneto increase the 

beauty of the building. But sometimes he uses granite which is originated from magma. 

3. Which of the following gas will be produced if acid is applied to the metamorphic rock mentioned   

 in the stem? 

a. ��   b. C-.  c. /�   d. 0� 

4. What type of granite has been mentioned in the stem? 

a. Igneous   c. Metamorphic 

b. Alluvial  d. Fossil 

5. Which one is the characteristic of chemical change? 

a. Change of the state   c. Creation of new substance 

b. Same part of property  d. Change of shape 

6. How many states of water are there? 

a. 2   b. 3  c. 4  d. 5 

7. Which process changes a matter from solid to liquid state? 

a. Evaporation            c. Boiling 

b. Combustion  d. Melting 

8. What happens to matter during physical change? 

a. Change of the state  c. Change of properties 

b. Creation of new substance  d. Change of main structure 

9. When water is in ice form, what is this state called? 

a. Solid  c. Gaseous 

b. Liquid  d. P 

Creative Essay Type Questions: 

Ques-1.   

 
a. What is rust? 

b. What do you understand by “Electroplating”? 

c. Explain what type of change occurs in the reaction as mentioned in the above stem. 

d.  Between A and B of the stem which one appears in cyclic order in the environment analyze. 

 



Answer to the question no. 1 

a. Rust is a change of iron by the reaction of water, and oxygen on it. The formula of rust is F�� 12.
N0�O 

(water mixed ferric oxide). 

b. Pure iron, water and oxygen in the air produce wet ferric oxide (rust) through chemical reaction. As 

stainless steel contains 18% of chromium, 8% of nickel and 1% of carbon with 73% of iron, its properly 

is different from cast iron. Therefore, the Fe of stainless steel does not form rust reaching with water 

vapour and oxygen. 

c. A chemical reaction takes place when the ��� gas from the atmosphere reacts with water in presence of 

photosynthesis, as Glucose is synthesized out of this reaction along with �� gas as the by-product. The 

reaction is common for green plants through which they from glucose for them as well as for the total 

organisms. Along with that the green plants product �� gas, which is used by all organisms including 

plants for their respiration. The reaction maintains the balance of those two respiratory and 

photosynthetic gases, making their availability endless. This reaction is the main source of survival of 

organisms in the world. 

d. In the above reaction, as a result of reaction among the ��� gas, water and chlorophyll pigment in 

presence of sunlight, two products- glucose and �� gas are formed. Here we can clearly see the moving 

of carbon from one state to another in a cyclic order. As energy content of any factor or environment is 

constant. It can only change its form one to another. Here, we can see that carbon was in a gaseous state 

in ��� gas, but through reaction it converts into organic matter- glucose, a 6-carbon compound, which is 

the source of energy for any organism. Glucose is metabolized to form ��� gas, water and energy (ATP) 

though respiration by all organisms, including plants and human beings. During respiratory process the 

by- product ��� gas is released again to the atmosphere, where it was collected form, for the above 

reaction the process of photosynthesis. 

So, carbon of  ��� gas and Glucose interchange its form in a cyclic order forming a gas and then an 

organic compound; and then again gas, which continues. 

Ques-2.  

 
a. What is the above picture about? 

b. How is alluvial rock created? 

c. Explain the process mentioned in the above picture. 

d. Analyze the role of ‘A’ in the process shown in the picture. 

Answer to the question no. 2 

a. The picture indicates a water cycle. 

b. The igneous rocks formed from magma, decayed and turned into pieces by the influence of air, water, snow  

    and glacier, ocean-current, storm, cyclone etc., as a longer consequence of climate change. Air and water  

    carried these small pieces to the ocean-floor and stored chemical reactions with dead and decaying organic  

    matters, under cent rain pressure and temperature has converted later into alluvial rocks. 

c. The picture indicates a water cycle. Water from water bodies like- sea, ocean , river , pond etc. is evaported  

    by the heat created by sunshine and that brings about rainfall on cooling or causes snow fall on through the  

    soil for water reserve in the soil. The ground water is used by plants to grow and for their metabolic activates.  

    Rest of the rain-water remains on the surface and runs down the canal, river, streams and ultimately to the  

    sea. In this way water recycled on the earth’s surface. So, it is clear from the stem that the sun plays a vital  

    role in water cycle and the water cycle plays a role for our survival on earth. 



 

d. The importance of water is inevitable as it is the fluid of life and it controls the climate. So, the role of A, i.e., 

    the sun is at the top of its importance. Because the water cycle is totally controlled by the influence of sun.  

    With the increase of humidity in the atmosphere more evaporation and rainfall occurs. A large portion of  

    surface water enters into the atmosphere and increases, the humidity. Besides, the plant through  

    photosynthetic process releases oxygen and absorbs carbon dioxide keeping the environment cool – the 

    reaction is done with water. The plants also release a lot of water vapour through transpiration. Water from  

    water bodies like, sea, ocean, river, pond etc. is evaporated that bring about rainfall on cooling or causes  

    snow fall on further condensation. A part of the rain-water percolated through the soil for water causes snow  

    fall on further condensation. A part of the rain-water percolated through the soil for water reserve in the soil.  

    In this way water again returns to the earth surface. The ground water is used by plants to grow and for their  

    metabolic activities. So, it is clear from the above discussion that the existence of living beings on earth is  

    impossible without a within this way water again returns to the earth surface. The ground water is used by 

    plants to grow and for their metabolic activities. So, it is clear from the above discussion that the existence of  

    living beings on earth is impossible without a water-cycle and it cannot operate without “ A” that is, the sun. 
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Creative questions  
Ques-01.The three algebraic fraction: 

�
�� + �� , �

�� + �� + 	,   , �
�� − � − �� 

a. Factorize the denominator of the 3rd fraction. 

b. Turn 1st and 2nd fractions into fractions with equal denominators. 

c. Determine the sum of 1st, 2nd and 3rd fraction. 

 

a. solution: The denominator of 3rd fraction 

                                             =�� − � − 12 

                                             = �� + 3� − 4� − 12 

                                             = ��� + 3� − 4�� + 3� 

                                             = �� + 3��� − 4� (Ans) 

 

b. Solution: The denominator of 1st fraction  

                                                          = �� + 3� 

                                                              = ��� + 3� 

  The denominator of 2nd fraction  

                                                = ��+5a+6 

                                                = �� + 3� + 2� + 6 

                                                = ��� + 3� + 2�� + 3� 

                                                = �� + 3��� + 2� 

L. C. M of the two denominator = ��� + 2��� + 3� 

Now, ��� + 2��� + 3� ÷ ��� + 3� = �� + 2� 

∴ 
�

����� = �
������ = ���

����������� 

����� , ��� + 2��� + 3� ÷ �� + 2��� + 3� = � 

∴ 1
�� + 5� + 6 = 1

�� + 2��� + 3� = �
��� + 2��� + 3� 

∴ The required two fractions with equal denominator: 
� + 2

��� + 2��� + 3� , �
��� + 2��� + 3� 

 

c. 
�

����� + �
���!��" + �

��#�#�� 

= 
�

������ + �
���������� + �

�������#$� [From ‘a’ and ‘b’] 

= 
�������#$�����#$��������

�������������#$�  

= 
��#��#%���#$�������

�������������#$�  

= 
���#$�#%

�������������#$� (Ans) 



Ques-02. & + ' = ��, & − ' = � �() � − �
� = � 

a. Show that , �� − 3� − 1 = 0 

b. Determine the value of +� + ,� + +, 

c. Prove that, ��� − �
���� = 117 

 (a). Solution: Given, � − �
� = � 

                                 Or, 
��#�

� = � 

                                Or, �� − � = �� 

                              ∴  �� − �� − � = . �/012(� 

(b). Solution: Given, & + ' = �� 

                       And & − ' = �  

 Given, expression =  &� + '� + &' 

    = 
�
� . ��&� + '�� + �

4 . 4&' 

     = 
�
� 5�& + '�� + �& − '��6 + �

4 5�& + '�� − �& − '��6 

   = 
�
� ���� + ��� + �

4 ���� − ��� 

  = 
�
� ��	7 + 7� + �

4 ��	7 − 7� 

= 
�
� × �9: + �

4 × �	. 

= :7 + 4. 

= 129 (Ans) 

(c). Solution: Given,  

                 � − �
� =3 

          Or, �� − �
��� = ����[/<=�>?(@] 

         Or, �� − �. �. �
� + �

�� = 7 

         Or, �� + �
�� − � = 7 

        Or, �� + �
�� = 7 + � 

       Or, �� + �
�� = �� 

       Or, ��� + �
���� = �����[/<=�>?(@] 

       Or, B�� − �
��C

�
+ 4. ��. �

�� = ��� 

     Or. ��� − �
���� + 4 = ��� 



     Or. ��� − �
���� = ��� − 4 

      ∴  ��� − �
���� = ��9 �D>1EF)� 

 

Ques-03. G� − �G + � = . �()  

�& + �
�& = � �>F H0F H21 �I@FJ>�?K F&G>FLL?1(L.  

a. Determine the square of 96 using formula. 

b. Determine the value of �G� − �
G���. 

c. Prove that, :�&4 + �
�	&4 + 7

�= 484 

 (a).Solution: Square of 96 

                     = �96�� 

                    = �100 − 4�� 

                   = �100�� − 2.100.4 + �4�� 

                   = 10000−800 + 16 

                   = 9216 (Ans) 

(b). Solution: Given,  

                    O� − 2O + 1 = 0 

                            Or, �O�� − 2. O. 1 + �1�� = 0 

                            Or, �O − 1�� = 0 

                            Or, O − 1 = 0 

                             ∴ O = 1 

   Given expression = BG� − �
G�C

�
 

                               = B�� − �
��C

�
 

                                = �� − ��� 

                              = �.�� 

                             = 0 (Ans) 

(c). Solution: Given, �& + �
�& = � 

         L. H. S = :�&4 + �
�	&4 + 7

� 

                      = �7&��� + �. 7&�. �
4&� + � �

4&��� 

                    = �7&� + �
4&��� 

                    = P��&�� + � �
�&�� Q

�
 

                    = P��& + �
�&�� − �. �&. �

�&Q
�
    



                  = ��� − ���      

                 = �����    

                 = 484 

               = R.H. S (Proved) 

Ques-04. If & − ' = � �() &' = �. H0F( − 

a. Find out the value of &� + '� . 
b. Find out the value of &4 + '4 . 
c. Prove that, �&� − '��� = 44� . 

 

 (a). Solution : Given  

& − ' = � �() &' = �. 

 &� + '� =  �& − '�� + �&' 

                = ���� + �. �. 

                = 7 + �. 

                = �7 �R(L� 

(b). Solution:  

From ‘a’ we get, 

&� + '� = �7 

ST, �&� + '� �� = �29�� [by squaring] 

Or, �&��� + 2. &�. '� + �'��� = 841 

Or, +$ + 2�+,��+ '4 = :4� 

Or, +$ + 2�10��+ '4 = :4� 

Or, +$ + 2.100+ '4 = :4� 

Or, +$ + 200+ '4 = :4� 

Or, +$ +  '4 = :4� − �.. 

Or, +$ +  '4 = 	4� �R(L� 

(c). Solution:  

 From ‘b’ we get, +$ +  '4 = 	4� 

Now, L. H. S. = �&� − '��� 

                      = �&��� − 2. &�. '� + �'��� 

                       = +$ − 2�+,��+ '4 

                      = �+$ +  '4� − 2�+,�� 

                     = 641 − 2�10�� 

                     = 641 − 2.100 



                     = 641 − 200 

                     = 441 

                     = U. V. W 

So, �&� − '��� = 44� �D>1EF)� 

Ques-05. G + �
G = �, 20F>F G > . 

a. What’s the value of ��G + �
G�. 

b. What’s the value of � BG� − �
G�C. 

c. Prove that, G4 + �
G4 = 49. 

 

 (a). Solution : 

 Given that, G + �
G = � 

   Then, �G + �
G 

             = ��G + �
G) 

             = � × � 

             = �� ��(L� 

(b). Solution:  

Given that, G + �
G = � 

       Or, �G + �
G�� = �3��[Squaring both side] 

       Or, �G − �
G�� + 4O �

Y = 9 

       Or, BG − �
GC

�
= 5 

       Or, O − �
Y = √5 

Then, � BG� − �
G�C 

       = 3 �G + �
G�� O − �

Y� 

      = 3 × 3 × √5 

      = 9√5 (Ans) 

(c). Solution:  

 Given that, G + �
G = � 

       Or, �G + �
G�� = �3��[Squaring both side] 



    Or, O� + �
Y� + 2O �

Y = 9  

     Or, O� + �
Y� = 7 

     Or,�O� + �
Y��� = �7��[Squaring both side] 

     Or, �O��� + 2O� �
Y� + �

Y[ = 49 

     Or, O$ + �
Y[ = 49 − 2 

     Or, O$ + �
Y[ = 47 

  ∴ O$ + �
Y[ = 47 �\T]^_`� 

Ques- 06. Find the sum:  

�
&� − 4& − � + 4

& + � 

Solution: �
&�#4&#� + 4

&�� 

           =  
�

&�#�&�&#� + 4
&�� 

            = 
�

&�&#�����&#�� + 4
&�� 

            = 
�

�&#���&��� + 4
&��  

             = 
��4�&#��

�&#���&��� 

           = 
��4&#�.

�&#���&��� 

           = 
4&#�9

�&#���&��� 

Ans: The required sum is 
4&#�9

�&#���&��� 

Ques-07. Find the difference:  

�
& + � − �

& + � 

Solution: �
&�� − �

&�� 

        = 
��&���#��&���

�&����&���  

                     =
�&�	#�&#	
�&����&���  = 

&
�&����&���   Ans: The required difference is 

&
�&����&��� 

Ques- 08. Simplify:  

1. 
!

��#"��! + �
�#� 

Solution: !
��#"��! + �

�#� 

             = 
!

��#!�#��! + �
�#� 



             = 
!

���#!�#���#!� + �
�#� 

             = 
!

��#!���#�� + �
�#� 

             = !����#!�
��#!���#�� 

             = 
!��#!

��#!���#�� 

             = 
�

��#!���#�� Ans: 
�

��#!���#�� 

Ques-09.If the price of 15 kg rice is Tk. 600, what is the price of 25 kg rice? 

Solution: Here, if the quantity of rice is increased, the price will be also increased. That means 

ratio of the quantity of rice= ratio of the price of rice. 

 

15:25 = Tk. 600: Price of 25 kg of rice 

Or, 
�!
�! = ab."cc

defgh ij �! bk efgh 

Or, Price of 25 kg rice = �!×"cc
�!  l�m� 

                                    = Tk.1000 ∴ The price of 25 kg rice is 1000 taka. (Ans) 

Ques-10. 550 shirts are made daily in a garments factory. How many shirts are made as the same 

rate in a week? 

Solution: Here, if the number of day is increased, the quantity of shirt will be increased.  

We know, 1 week = 7 days 

Ratio of day = Ratio of the quantity of shirt 

1:7 = 550 shirts: the quantity of shirt made by 7 days. 

Or. 
�
n = !!c opfeqo

rpfeqo s�th uv n t�vo 

Or, shirts made by 7 days = 
!!c×n

�  

                                             = 3850 shirts      ∴ In 1 week 3850 shirts are made (Ans) 

Ques- 11. If Tk. 9600 is divided amongst Sara, Mimuna and Raisa in the ratio 4:3:1, how much taka will 

each of them get? 

Solution: Given, the total amount of taka=Tk. 9600 

                Given ratio = 4:3:1 

∴ Sum of the numbers of ratio = 4+3+1= 8 

∴ Sara will get = 
$
%  O�Tl ]w xm. 9600 

                         = Tk. (9600× $
%) 

                        = Tk 4800 

Mimuna will get = 
�
%  O�Tl ]w xm. 9600 

                            = Tk. (9600× �
%) 

                           = Tk 3600 

Raisa will get, =
�
%  O�Tl ]w xm. 9600  

                       = Tk. (9600× �
%) 

                       = Tk. 1200   

∴ The amount of taka Sara, Mimuna and Raisa are Tk. 4800, Tk.3600 and Tk 1200. (Ans) 



Ques-12. Geometry:  

 Construction 4: A triangle is to be constructed when of one of its sides and two of its adjoining angles 

are given. Page- 154 

1. Theorem 2: If two sides of a triangles are equal, the angles opposite to the equal sides are also 

equal. Page- 164 

Creative Multiple Choice Questions 
1. Which one of the following is the multiple 

expression? 

   (a) 25:12            (b) 1:2:3 

   (c) 17:27            (d) 6:8 

2. Which one is the unit of ratio? 

           (a)  Length            (b) Second  

           (c) Metre               (d) No unit   

3.  What is the successive ratio----? 

          (a)  24:30:28          (b) 30:24:28 

          (c)  28:24:30           (d) 28:35:51 

4. The ratio of the age of father and son is 11:4. 

If the age of son is 16 years, what is age of 

father? 

          (a)   40                     (b) 41 

          (c)   44                     (d) 47 

5. In the proportion 8:A:: A:72, what is the 

value of A? 

          (a)  8                        (b) 18 

          (c) 24                        (d) 32 

6. What is the 4th proportional of 3,6,7? 

          (a) 20                      (b) 16 

           (c) 14                     (d) 12 

7. What is called the ratio 5:10::10:20 ? 

  (a)  Proportion          (b) Inverse proportion 

  (c) Continued proportion (d) Unit ratio 

Answer to the question no. (8-10) according to 

the following information: 

60 m. Cloth is to be divided in the ration 3:7:5 

among Asma, Nasima and Naima. 

8. How many metres cloth does the 2nd person 

get? 

     (a) 12                       (b) 20 

    (c)  21                       (d) 28 

 

9. How many metres of more cloth did the 

second person get comparing to the 2nd person? 

          (a)  8                      (b) 12 

          (c)  16               (d) 20 

10. How many metres of less cloth did the 3rd 

person get comparing to the 2nd person? 

          (a)   8                 (b) 10 

          (c)   16               (d) 20 

Read the following stem and answer question 

11-13 

A piece of cloth of 30 m is divided among 

Minu, Anu, and Usha in the ratio 5:3:2. 

11. What is the amount of cloth that Usha 

received? 

          (a)    15                 (b) 9 

          (c)    6                   (d) 3 

12. How much more cloth did Minu get than 

Anu? 

          (a)  3                     (b) 4 

          (c)  5                     (d) 6 

13. If the cost of cloth is 50 taka/ m, what is the 

value of the cloth that Anu received?  

          (a)  300                      (b) 350 

          (c)  400                      (d) 450 

14.  Which is the twice divided ratio of 4:9? 

          (a)   2:3                    (b) 4:9 

          (c)    9:4                   (d) 16:81 

15. What is the successive ratio of 5:3 and 2:5 

         (a)  10:6:15              (b) 3:5:6 

         (c)  5:6:5                  (d) 15:6:10 

16. Which one is the fourth proportional of 

3,5,15? 

          (a)  20                  (b) 25 

          (c)  30                  (d) 35 

17. How much distance will the 60 metre long 

running train take to cross a nearly pillar of the 

rail line? 

          (a)  60                  (b) 50 

          (c)  40                  (d) 30  

18. Fahim can cross 6km path in 3 hours by 

riding cycle .what is his speed km/hour? 

          (a) 2                        (b) 3  

          (c)  5                       (d) 6 

19. 12 workers can cultivate a land in 7 days. In 

how many days can 21 persons cultivate that 

land? 

          (a)  4                      (b) 6 

          (c)  8                      (d) 12 

20. If 15 persons can do a piece of work in 20 

days then how many persons can do that work 

in 1 day? 

          (a)  250                (b) 300 

          (c)  420                (d) 425  

 

 

 

 



21. Each angle of equilateral triangle is how 

many  

degrees? 

         (a). 30 c                  (b). 45 c       

         (c). 	. .                  (d). 90c 

22. What kind of triangle can be constructed by 

only one side? 

  (a). Equilateral        (b). Isosceles           

  (c). Scalene               (d).  Acute angled  

23. Which triangle has equal angles? 

          (a)  Equilateral            (b) Isosceles  

          (c)  Right –angled         (d) Obtuse 

24. If the hypotenuse and a side is given, then 

how many right angled triangle can be drawn?     

          (a)  1                      (b) 2 

          (c)  3                      (d) 4 

25. How many main parts are there in the 

construction of a triangle? 

      (a) 3                   (b) 4  

     (c)  5                  (d) 6  

26. How many parts are there in the triangle? 

          (a) 3                  (b) 4  

          (c)  5                 (d) 6   

27. How many straight time line can be drawn 

through two points? 

          (a) One                   (b) Two  

          (c)  Three                (d) Four    

 

28. How many straight lines can be drawn 

through a single point? 

          (a)    One                   (b) Two 

          (c)    Three                 (d) Many  

29. In case of congruence of two angles, what 

should be equal of them? 

          (a)    Side             (b) Height   

          (c)    Base            (d) Measure  

30. If two line segment are congruent, how will 

be the length of them? 

          (a) Equal              (b) Unequal    

          (c) Similar             (d) Symmetrical  

31. Which one of the following is the square of 

2� + 3? 

 (a) 4�� + ��� + 7     (b) 4�� − 12� + 9      

  (c) 2�� − 6� + 9        (d) 4�� − 6� + 3      

32.�� + y� = zℎ�l ? 

 (a)  �� + J�� − ��J   (b) �� − 2�y + y� 

(c)  �� + 2�y + y�      (d)   �� − y�� − 2�y 

 

33.  If the area of a square is �� , what is the 

length of its one side? 

          (a)  ab                (b) a 

          (c)  b                  (d) ��y� 

34. If one side of a square is a, what is its area? 

          (a)  a                   (b) 2a 

          (c)  ��                 (d) �� 

35. Which one of the following is equal to  �� +
�y + y�? 

          (a)  �� − y��               (b) �� + J�� 

          (c)  ��� − y��             (d) ��� + y��                 

36. Which one of the following is equal to 

�� + y�� ? 

    (a)    �� + y�             (b) �� − y� 

   (c)  �� + J��� + J�    (d) �� + y��� − y�             

37. �4+ + 3� �4+ − 3� = }ℎ�l ? 

      (a)  4+� − 9         (b) 16+� − 3            

      (c) �	&� − 7       (d) 16+� + 9             

38. What is the square of 999? 

     (a) 998001         (b) 994000 

     (c)  984009         (d) 974009 

39. If  x = 2 and y =
−1, what is the value of 2nd expression ? 

          (a)  1                      (b) 2  

          (c)  4                      (d) 6 

40. If � + y = 7 ��` �y =
9 w��` lℎ_ ^���_ ]w �� + y�? 

          (a)   15               (b) 16 

          (c)   31               (d) 32
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Chapter – 3 - Creative Questions answer: 

1. Nabiha recites the Holy Quran every day. Her father Mawlana Ahmad sat beside her to listen to 

her recitation. Nabiha started to recite. While reciting, she did not pause at the sign (mim), she did 

not elongate the letter (fi) and the letter (ha) during reciting (fiha). Her father said to her, “Allah 

has given spical instructions for reciting the Holy Quran.” 

 

a. What is Makhraj? 

b. What is meant by ‘NaziraTilawaat’? 

c. What rule of Tajweed did Nabiha miss the second time? Explain. 

d. Analyze the importance of the point her father advised Nabiha to do. 

 

Answer:  

a. The meaning of the word Makhraj is the place of release or pronouncing. The areas of the mouth from 

which the Arabic letters are pronounced are called Makhraj. 

 

b. Reciting the Al- Quran looking at it is called NaziraTilawat. It is also an excellent form of prayer. 

One can recite the Holy Quran from one’s memory. It can be also rected by looking at it. Allah, the 

Great will reward the Nazira reciter with the utmost honor and respect. 

 

c. When Nabiha was in the second phase of her Quran recitation she was not using Madd. The word 

Madd means to elongate or lengthen. In the Tajweed term, to read by lengthening the letter beside the 

right letter of Madd. It is one of the rules of Tajweed. Three letters are Madd letters and they are Alif, 

Wao and Yea. When there Zabar on the letter before vacant Alif, Zazm on Wao and a Pesh on the letter 

at its right, Zazm on Yea and a Zer under the letter at its right, then the previous letters have to be read 

with prolong duration.  

      Therefore, she has missed Madd which is one of the rules of Tajweed. 

 

d. Nabiha’s father encouraged Nabiha to recite Quran accurately and nicely. Recitation of the Holy 

Quran is the best NafalIbadat, though it should be read without mistake. While reciting Quran one have 

to follow the rules of Tajweed. These rules are Makhraj, Sifat and Madd, Waqf, Gunnah etc. It is Allah’s 

order to recite Quran with Tajweed. Allah says, “You recite the Quran slowly and clearly.” Without 

following Tajweed, the recitation of the Quran cannot be perfect. Again, if the recitation of Quran is not 

done properly, the prayer cannot be perfect. Thus the reciter will not gain ang swab. That is why her 

father told her the importance of reciting Quran with Tajweed. So if we follow his suggestion we will be 

benefitted. 

 

2. Mr. Akram is a notable social leader. One day his sick neighbour Monir Miah wanted some 

financial help for his treatment but he refused. On the other hand, Mr. Afzal, a friend of Mr. 

Akram bore all the expenses for the marriage of his helpless cousin. 

 

a. What is ‘SihahSIttah’? 

b. ‘Philanthropy is a great virtue’-explain. 

c. What is violated in the behavior of Mr. Akram towards help seeker Monir Miah? Explain. 

d. Analyze the job of Mr. Afzal in the light of related Hadith of the textbook. 

 

 

 



Answer: 

a. Six books of pure hadiths are together called “SihahSittah”. 

b. Love towards mankind is a noble virtue because it encourages a person to work for humanity. 

Different types of people live in our society. White- Black, Rich- Poor, Healthy- Ill, Muslims, Hindus, 

Buddhists, Christian’s different type people live in our society. Without forming a bond and supporting 

each other, society cannot progress. That is why it is necessary to have love and affection for others to 

build a harmonious society. 

 

c. The attitude of Mr. Akram towards his neighbor Monir Miya has failed to maintain the right of a 

neighbor. The people who lived around us are our neighbors. We have to give proper rights to our 

neighbor whether they are rich or poor. We have to love them because Allah is not kind to wards him 

who does not show kindness to the humankind. We have to behave well with them. Though Mr. Akram 

being a rich man, he did not help his neighbor Monir when he asked for help. It is opposite to the ideals 

of Holy Prophet (Sm). We have to show kindness, sympathy, and love towards everybody irrespective 

of race and religion. So by letting his neighbor down Mr.Akram failed to maintain the right of a 

neighbor. 

 

d. We have to maintain good relations with our kith and kin. Allah loves those person who keeps a 

relationship with their relatives. Mother-Father, Sister-brother, uncle-aunts, grandfather, grandmother all 

our relatives. They all very close to us. Besides, we have many other relatives. We will maintain a good 

relationship with them. The person who keeps good relationship with his uncle in his Uncle’s daughter 

marriage by giving him support. By doing this, he has satisfied Allah and will enter into Jannat. 

Rasulullah (Sm) says, “He who cuts himself off from his kins will not enter the heaven.” According to 

the Hadith, Mr. Afjal has deed well.So we have to behave well with our relatives. We have to them in 

time of their need. We have to maintain a good relations with our relatives and by doing this we will be 

able to achieve Jannat. 

 

 

 

Chapter- 4 

Creative Questions Answer:  

Creative Question No- 1 

 

1. What is decency? 

Ans: Maintaining politeness in speech, gesture, posture, dress up, and manner is called decency. 

2. ‘He who deceives others is not my Ummah’- Explain the Hadith. 

Ans: The Great Prophet (Sm) says, “He who deceives others is not my Ummah”. Cheating is a heinous 

social crime. It causes sufferings to people and destroys social affinity. Cheating makes life in society 

unbearable. Cheating is an activity of a Munafiq. A true believer never goes for cheating, never 

deceivers people, and never breaks promises. 

3. Which quality has been exposed in the behavior Mr. Jamil? Explain. 

Ans: From the above paragraph we witnessed the quality of forgiveness by the activities of Mr. Jamil. 

One of the main virtues of the Almighty Allah is forgiveness. In Islamic terminology forgiving instead 

of taking revenge though you have all the power and abilities to take revenge. To build a good society 

this quality essential. Though Allah is all powerful, He forgives human beings. Allah says, “Show 

forgiveness, enjoin what is good and turn away from the ignorant.”  Mr. Jamil punished his subordinate 

for subordinates’ wrong deeds. But after some time Mr. Jamil thought about his subordinates’ family 

and forgives him and also asks his subordinate to seek forgiveness from Allah. This virtue of Mr. Jamil 

shows forgiveness. 

 

 

 



4. Explain the activity of Mr. Ali in the light of the textbook. 

Ans: Mazhar Ali’s activities are similar to cheating. To cheat others in words, behavior, transaction, 

trade and business etc is called cheating. Cheating is a social crime because it causes suffering to people 

and destroys social affinity. It is equal to lie. Cheating makes life in society unbearable. Rasulullah (Sm) 

says, “He who deceives other is not my Ummah.” Mazhar Ali is a garment worker in Mr. Jamil’s 

garments. He gave less amount of cloth and cheated other people. Alongside cheating with other people 

he also caused loss for the company. These activities of Mazhar Ali brings sufferings to the society. The 

cheating activities of Mr. Mazhar not only caused trouble for himself but also it caused sufferings to the 

society. That is why these activities are considered as social crimes.  

 

Creative Question No-2 

1. What is Charity? 

Ans: To help others and to do good deeds is called charity. 

 

2. What do you mean by Akhlaq-e- Jamima? 

Ans: The behaviour or work that belittles, demeans, or condemns other people is called Akhlaq-e- 

Jamima or Wicked character. It also refers to bad conduct, condemnable behaviour or mis behaviour. 

Aspects of wicked character include jealousy or envy, anger, greed, cheating disobedience to parents, 

snatching etc. 

 

3. What has been protected through the work of Mr. Zahir? Explain. 

Ans: Through the activities of Mr. Jasim we witnessed the noble virtue of Amanat is aAkhlaq -e 

Hamidah. Amanat is a noble virtue. It means to keep things in trust. To preserve a thing with care and 

return it to its owner intact is called ‘Amanat’. The person who keeps something in trust is called trust 

worthy. Mr. Jasim was able to keep his trustworthiness. He kept two thousand taka of Mr. Rajab Miya 

and bought Mr. Rajab a land with that money. If Mr. Jasim wised he did not have to return the money or 

the documents of the land to Mr. Rajab but Mr. Jasim did not do it. He possessed fear of Allah in his 

heart and kept his trustworthiness. 

 

4. Analyze the consequence of the action of Mr. Arman with Ramiz Miah in the light the Quran 

and Hadith. 

Ans: The attitude of Mr. Arman towards Mr. Ramiz was similar to cheating. Cheating is an anti- 

humanitarian and means activity in Islam. It is equal to a lie. InQuran Allah says, “And mix not truth 

with falsehood, nor conceal the truth while you know and hear.” It is a social crime and deed of a 

Munafiq. Driver Mr. Ramiz gave Mr. Arman 2 lakh taka by selling his land. Mr. Arman gave him a false 

visa. Mr. Ramiz fell in trouble with this false visa and that time Mr. Arman did not help him. When Mr. 

Ramiz asked Mr. Arman to return his money. Mr. Arman refused to give him the money. This attributes 

of Mr. Arman is similar to the activities of a cheater. Because Mr. Arman did not fulfill his duty of 

sending Mr. Ramiz to abroad and also gave him a false visa which is an act of cheater and this activity 

certainly leads on to Jahannam. 

 

Extra creative questions: 

5. Islamic Society has given importance to obey the Islamic laws and rules to be free from social and 

moral decadence of the present society. The speakers in a seminar arranged by the Islamic Foundation 

said, “If we obey the laws and rules given by Allah properly, our whole social lifestyle will be fine and 

we will also get salvation afterlife.” 

a. Who induced Hazrat Adam (A) and Ha’wa (A) to have fruit of the forbidden tree? 

b. How can we let Allah know the wishes of our minds? 

c. What will we follow to obey the Islamic laws and rules according to the advice of the speakers in the 

above stem? Explain. 



d. How has that law been preserved in present society? Explain. 

6. Rahim was coming back from school. He saw a cock wincing beside the road. Going close to the 

cock, observed the wings of the cock broken. Experimenting carefully, Rahim understood the wheel of 

bi-cycle went over its wings. Rahim felt pity. He took the cock to his house and treated it very carefully. 

One day the cock started to move nicely. He came to know that the cock was of their neighbor. His 

neighbor came and thanked him.  

a. Who had been taught decency by Hazrat Luqman? 

b. Why will we have to maintain trustworthiness? 

c. The qualities which Rahim possesses. Explain. 

d. Explain the necessity of the quality of Rahim‘s character in the light of Quran and Hadith. 

 

7. On the night of June 4, Monowara Sultana (68), the mother of an officer of the armed forces, was 

killed in her flat at Uttara sector 9. The guard and tenant of her flat killed her to loot her money and gold 

jewelry. This was informed at a press conference arranged at the office of Rab 1 on     last Saturday. 

 

a. What is the symbol of Waqf-e- Lazim? 

b. What is meant by Madd-e- far'i? 

c. The revelation of which Sura has similarity with the incident mentioned in the stem? Explain. 

d. Do you think the tenant and the guard would have to account for their deeds in Akhirat? Explain in 

light of the relevant sura. 

 

8. Arbi Ahmed is known as a clam and gentle girl. People of her community are amazed at her 

behaviour. Arbi Ahmed says, "I follow Prophet(Sm). I follow the qualities mentioned in the Holy Quran. 

I have adorned my character with the ideals and commands of the Prophet." 

a. What is the meaning of the word Akhlaq? 

b. What do you mean by Charity? 

c. What qualities are seen in Arbi Ahmed's character? Explain. 

d. Do you think Arbi Ahmed will get the benefits of the qualities that are seen in her character? Give 

your opinion. 
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Information and Communication Technology: 

Third Chapter (Safe and Ethical Use) 

A. Lesson 19 (Sensible Use) 

a. Explain the detrimental effects of the excessive use of ICT. 

b. Describe its impacts on society. 

c. Explain the rules and regulations of ICT. 

d. Explain the necessity of safe and ethical use. 

e. Draw cartoons about the consequence of excessive use. 

B. Lesson 20-22 ( Obsession) 

C. Lesson 23 ( Copyright) 

D. Lesson 24-26( Ethics and Plagiarism) 

 

 

Physical Education and Health 

A. Physical Exercise and Healthy Life. 

 Lesson 1: The rules to be followed for daily assembly 

 Lesson 2: Concept of primary health care. 

 Lesson 3: The impact of exercise in physical fitness. 

 Lesson 4: Bad effects of excessive physical exercise. 

 Lesson 5: Physical Exercise without equipment. 

 Lesson 6: Exercise with equipments.  

 Lesson 7: Brotochari Dance: 

 Lesson 8: Educational gymnastics. 

B. Scouting and Girl Guiding. 

C. Introduction to Health Science and Health Service. 

 

Work and Life Oriented Education 

A. Work and Humanity. 

B. Domestic Work and Profession. 
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